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VOLUME

AUSTRIA'S EMPEROR

MILLIONS

TWENTY-FIV- E

Years Through

Seventy-Fiv- e

and Crushing Sorrows

kMany Vicissitudes

Most Manfully Borne.
OTHER RULERS SENT CONGRATULATORY LETTERS
Vienna Put on Her Holiday Gowns and Spent the Day in
Public Rejoicing and Merry Making in
Honor of Emperor-King- .

DEADLOCK IN PEACE

GOLD

COMING FROM FROZEN NORTH

CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
Frans Josef Reaches

UN

Seattle, Aug. 18. From out of the
frozen northland of Alaska and fhe
Klondike adventurous miners will re
turn during the present season of
open navigation bringing with them
the result of their seasons operations. Already the golden flood has
set In towards this city, returning
steamships having brought to this
city nearly ten million dollars of the
yellow treasure.
The movement Is
now at Its height and will continue In
a continuous stream of wealth until
the middle of October, by which time
the northland will be locked in the Icy
winter grip, and the Cehring sea will
have been closed to ocean navigation.

tlons exist In the Nome country, and;
throughout the Seward peninsula. The
richer deposits uncovered In the ear-Her prospecting operatlonl, have, in!
some cases exhausted or nearly so,
and work is gradually extending to
the benches, the tundra and uplands,
where the deposits, though' enormous,
are of lower grade, nut the deposits
ofgold on the Seward peninsula extend
over a vast area of territory and not
Infrequently discoveries of new pock- ets of great richness are made.

CONFERENCE NOT YET

The banner gold region of Alaska is
the Tanana country which this year,
for the firRt time since Its discovery,
will produce more gold than the Nome
country, in seven years since us dis
covery Nome has produced approxi- niately jlia.tMto.mio In gold. The Ta
nana country, though discovered four
years ago did not become a heavy pro- "uced until last year when it yielded
upwards of $3,0i0.nOO.
The syrlng
n up this year yielded $t.6l)0,000
and fully 13,000,000 will be taken out
during the summer season. In two
years the country has been flooded
New Discoveries of Value.
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.ml nuitiuuino
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inn, h uns whs umue iasi;unM1 u nnw lias a ia
popuiation of more
winter on tne Portland bench of what than 12,000 people.
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Possibility.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT MAY BE ASKED TO USE
His InfIuenceWith Czar and the Mikado for Each to Make

Concessions and Not Prolong War
by Stubborn Refusals

1:1

TO MEET THE OTHER HALF WAY IN HONORABLE SACRIFICE

EMPEROR ASKED THAT NO USELESS EXPENSE BE INCURRED
thousand persons, among them many
high officials and dignitaries of the
court. There was also a special service at the chancel of the Hofburg.
During the hours of the forenoon
the emperor received the members of
the foreign diplomatic corps In the
throne room of the Hofburg, and re
ceived many autograph letters from
the other European rulers, besides
thousands of telegraphic messages of
congratulation from all parts of the
world. Later in the day, the emperor
received the members of the imperial
household, the ministers of the cabi
net, the presiding officers and dele
gations from the imperial par. lament
the Reichstag, and the Austrian and
Hungarian diets. He also gave au
diences to numerous delegations, rep
resenting the army, navy, and the
various fiscal departments and deputations of civic organizations from all
parts of the monarchy.
The day was observed generally as
a holiday. All the government offices
and nearly all places of business in
Vienna and other cities were closed
all day and the empoyes given an
opportunity to join the popular fetes.
Thousands of people crowded the
riugstrasse and the streets leading to
the Hofburg, in the hopes of catching a glimpse of the emperor. The
military parade in the afternoon was
reviewed by the emperor, attracted
many thousands of sightseers, but the
popular celebration in the Frater
was undoubtedly the most popular
event of the day. Ali kinds of amusements were provided for the pleasure loving multitude, military bands
furnished music, and the seemingly
endless procession of carriages filled
with elegantly dressed men and women, passing up and down the broad
avenues of the Prater offered somearch.
Aside from Ms purely political fea- thing upon which the splendor loving
tures, the celebration- today bore lit- Viennese could feast their eyes. A
tle resmblance to former celebrations, magnificent display upof fireworks In
the festivities
although popular sentiment for the the evening wound
falser was probably stronger than of the day.
There were no other elaborate celeever. Special thanksgiving services
were held this morning in every brations out of respect to the special
Here, in request of the emperor, not to spend
church in the monarchy.
Vienna, the pontifical high mass at money on such celebrations, but deSt. Stephens attracted the largest vote It to charitable purposes. As
crowds, among them many hundreds usual, the emperor himself made libof foreigners. The service at St. Au- eral donations for charitable purposes
gustine's were attended by several in honor of his birthday.

Vienna. Aug. 18. The spontaneous
and enthusiastic manner in which the
whole Austrian monarchy celebrated
birthday of Emperor
the seventy-fiftFrancis Joseph today gave the most
conclusive proof of the love and af
fection which the people of the
bear their venerable
ruler. . There Is probably no more
popular ruler in the world than he
and it may truthfully be said that
ever since the second day of December, 1S48, when he succeeded to the
throne, after the abdication of his
uncle, Ferdinand, his popularity lias
increased from year to year. His uniform generosity and kindness won
him the hearts of those even, who at
one time, stood In the ranks of the
revolutionists, and the fortitude and
dignity with which he met severe
visitations, as the death of his only
son, and of the empress, strongly
tended to tighten the bonds of sym
pathy and love existing between him
and his people.
In former years, when the emperor
was younger, and both the empress
and the ill fated crown prince were
living, the demonstrations of popular
love often assumed a rather boisterous character, especially in Vienna,
and other large cities, with a predominant teutonic population.' The death
of the crown prince, which shattered
so many fond hopes, put a damper
upon the subsequent celebrations of
the emperor's birthday, and this condition naturally became even more
acute after the death of the Empress
Elizabeth. The character of tho celebrations became more subdued and
dignified, but far more expressive of
the universal feeling of love and sympathy for the cruedy bereaved mon-
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anese hint vaguely at an attempt at
rescue by President Roosevelt. Pel
haps tomorrow or Sunday an emissary might be sent to Oyster Bay
to sound the president.
The president might be asked to
day.
simultaneously urge both the Russian,
"Prophets of evil" predict that to and Japanese emperors, in the nam
day would witness the final rupture, of humanity, to make mutual concesand that, at most, there would be only sions. But old hands in diplomacy
one more meeting, not for a final ef- say the situation created would b
fort to reach accord, but to exchange so delicate as to preclude the posat
diplomatic amenities and bid each blllty of President Roosevelt stepping
other farewell.
Into the breach.
This does not correctly represent
the situation. Unless something
Statement of Morning's Work.
The morning session of the peace
unforseen on either side occurs
today, the final struggle will be post- conference came to an end at 12:30.
poned until Monday, to give both The official statement follows:
sides time to henr a last word from
"In the sitting, this morning, August 18th, the conference continued
their governments.
discussion of article elevent and the
May Ask the President's Aid.
discussion has not yet been finished.
If the conference threatens at the Discussion of the article will be relast moment to go to pieces the Jap sumed at 3 o'clock.

Portsmouth, N. II., Aug. 18. When
the peace plenipotentiaries met today
It was practically
with the under
standing that at the end of today's
session they would adjourn until Mon

X
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-kingdom

SLOW CAR LOAD OF DEAD UNDER

known as Little Creek. This stream
and its adjacent benches had been
many times searched by prospectors,
but it was not until last winter that
It attracted much attention. Last fall
J. C. Ihown discovered a pay streaK
of some promise on No. 1 helow Dis
t
covery and big operators, Botably
Lindeberg, president of the Pioneer Mining company, hastened to secure options on much of the surrounding property. Not prepared to prosecute winter work on these claims itself on account of the plans made for
other work the company let Beveral
small tracts under contracts to pay
the company forty per cent of all the
gold taken out.
Men of Scandanavlan descent have
been particularly fortunate In the
of gold in ,th Noma country.
Many experienced miners
that one of the reasons for
their good fortune is their persistence
in working a property whether it con
tains any promise or not.

"Swiltwater" on Top Again.
One of the sensational rises to af
fluence in the district is that of
"Swiltwater Bill' dates, so nicknamed
during the Klondike rush of 18US be
cause in going down the Yukon that
year he always insisted In getting out

Is

e

of the boat and walking when passing
thtough dangerous water. Gates is
one of Alaska's most picturesque char
acters,, having won three "stakes" In
the far north and each time squan
dering his fortune in riotous living, his
free spending having earned for him
a national reputation.
He arrived at
Fairbanks, the metroiiolls of the Ta
nana, last summer, practically penni
less and, during the winter cleaned up
a fourth stake, estimated to amount
to not less than $7oo,ooo. A wife, formerly a variety actress, who had aban
doned him during the days of his ic- cent poverty, has instituted suit for
share in his new strike.
Most of the gold from the north
comes to the Seattle assay office to
be exchanged for treasuiy deposit
checks, refined and shipped to San
Francisco or Philadelphia mints for
coining. Between July, 18118, when
the Seattle assay office was establish
ed. and June 3o, this year, the ofllc
handled $lol.43,!',U.77
in treasure,
chiefly virgin gold from the north
The receipts for the fiscal year 19u5
were $15,120,211.70. The gold produt:
tiou of Alaska by years since lsfl8 has
been as follows: 18H8, $5,524,800

Ja-fe-

y

BUILDING CONTRACTOR
MISSING FROM HOME
Chicago, Aug, 18. R. H. Davidson.lof bricklayers, Davidson received a
a building contractor, is missing from call from a man supposed to be a un- his home, and relatives think he met Ion business agent.
The Interview
with foul play. He ws ln ihe employ. ended In a violent quan el. Davidson
of Frank W. Adams, as superintend- knocked his caller down.
Two days later he disappeared. Next
ent of construction on a new building.
The construction has been marked by day a person called Frank Adams on
will find
continuous labor troubles.
the telephone and said:-"YoAfter he had discharged a number your man Davidson In the river."

Rich Pockets Washed Out.
In its palmy days the Klondike produced from $20,000,000 to $25,000,000
Work Winter and Summer.
In gold a season, but those fabulously
The work of taking out gravel in all
rich pockets of gold have nearly all the Alaska placer camps is now carbeen washed out and the workings are ried on both summer and winter, but
gradually extending to poorer dirt, the gravel can be washed only after
Men familiar with the district and the thaw conies in the spring.
The
with placer mining In general declare spring clean up in the several disthat there Is practically an unlimited tricts of the Seward peninsula this
quantity of low grade dirt, capable of year amounted to $2,7s.uoo. The outbeing worked at a profit by the appli- put for the season Is reliably estimatcation of modern hydraulic methods, ed at $5,000,000. it will be taken out
and these are being applied from year chiefly by large operators, men who
to year to the full capacity of the have Invested thousands, in some lSIlll, $o,45'J,rol; l'JOO, $8,771,000; 1901
.SS5,7o0; P02, $8,345,800; 1H03, $i
amount of water available, without cases hundreds of thousands In buildpumping by artificial power.
ing ditches and installing modern ap- H14.7O0; 1904, $H,a8,.H8; ltyia, estl
In some measure the same condl- - paratus and machinery.
mated, $1 4.000,000.

New York, Aug. 18. A supposed explosive machine received by Jacob H.
Schiff, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., bankers,
at the office of that company, was today turned over to the police for examination. The box contained matches
cotton and a substance suposed to be
explosive.
Afterwards Found to be a Hoax.
A police investigation disclosed that
the supposed infernal machine was
harmless.
It was a pastboard box,
and contained, besides three matches
and a wisp of cotton, only a little torn
paper.

RIVER

PEOPLE BEGIN TO BELIEVE
THEIR DANGER OVERDRAWN
New- Orleans, Aug. 18.
An analysis
of the report lor the preceding twenty-fou- r
thirty-twhours shows that
out
new cases of yellow
of seventy-fouIn
lever apa:ed
the originally infect
ed (purlers. The situation above t'a- oojuove. uillie
"
"'W
''.'V ''X!'e
'V'

Louisa's Confederate Monument Unveiled.
Louisa, Va., Aug. 17. The Confederate monument erected hero In honor
of the brave men from this district
who were killed during the civil war,
was unveiled today with Impressive
ceremonies. Many prominent citizens
delivered addresses mid. after the unveiling ceremony. Joined the crowds
at tlilr popular celebration.

MURDER FORMER WIFE
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Loganport's First Chautauqua.
cabinet oniciai ai us
alter,
I.ogausi.ort. I nd.. Ana. v
lie first
j
lead.
Loiianspoit Chautauqua, under the au- spices of the I Alt' an
Commercial
Chesapeake Bay Regatta.
nine - ( lub was opened lu re this morning
v,w...i Mil.. Aug. is. Thf Chesa-neakw it li a large ai tendance.
leeiith annual ngatta of the
The meetings are held in a beautiful
lliiv Yacht dub opened thisin the Wa
niorniin: on V rt mvi r off St. Mich gioe on Ki.ldl. 's
s
The r.ii 's are sailed over th bash river. The list of attractions ini year. The- num-- i eludes many prouiim nt lecturers, sing-b'etame cour.-- e asi la.--unusually
large atilrs. musicians au ntlur ( ire: tainors.
of ent.bs
:.t clubs of P.al - ii: is expected ' !ia t William Jennings
several proitutu i.t
I'.r.v au will be ope of tne speakers
:i. Annapolis, Phila
timure. Wash t.
are vepresi nt some time next weoi. I hi
' ''
delpliia and "'
will remain tint il Angus' 7.
d.
1

J
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TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION WILL
MEET AT COLORADO SPRINGS
convention
Alls'. IT.
n:
T
International Typographical
of tin
mi ion in session he; e. decided to meet
next year in Colorado S p. lugs, Colo.

W. S. Hopewell, gem lal iihimil'i r of

the

AlbucjUi

rqlle

grapnel today

rai'w.l,

lla-iel-

t.ia- -

-

-

'

tele-

-

w.iiiel leave
kmii-nica'-'tor .v- - .iicAini. .ir.
Hopewell will probably slop in Mima
rV before coming to Albuqu. nine.
!m-

.

doc-to.-

ENGLISHMAN WANTS TO

i

pe; mint.

has
London. Aug. IS. A
bfen caused by the arreat of Hugh
Watt, financier, tormerly a meniber
of parliament for Carnlachie division,
(Jlasgnw, on the charge of attempting
p:ivate detective to as- Ul 1,1 tho '"rder of bis former wife
Detective .viarsnati tesiiiie.i in po lice court today that ait ottered liliii
five thousand dollars if he would in- duce ihe woman to come to Watt's Jlat
where ho proposed to kill her by a.lof chloroform with pep- -

Watt

ot $:l.

um

remn,le.l

The

1

for t.li.l

both
fnd
In VatU apart-

chlor-- j

otormand peppermint

HOURS

1
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URGED FOR MINING.
pro
A
Ore.,
Ann. 1
Portland.
tracted meeting ot the reso.uiii.ns
committee of the trans- Mississippi
congress delayed the opening of today's session. After a long wait,
L. H. Prince of New Mexico,
to
chairman of the day. was forced He
change the order of business.
announced addresses would begin,
nn l the first speaker would be J. II.
Klchards of Hnise. Idaho, president of just
before the ea.e became almost
Mining congress.
the
Mr Kichards urge I. at some lenc'h, completely submerged.
At noon divers went to the bottom
an, i with great ability, that congress
of the river and found a cur load of
should create a department of mines
ad men, women and children.
me ue- ml minin'-- . conn! mate . witn
UK"' i lo
and
"
m
J.ariniem

NEW CASES EIGHTEEN

New Orleans, Auk. IK. The noon
yellow fever report:
New eases, New
Orleans, since i p. m. Thursday, fourteen. Deaths t today, one. Total rases,

o,

d

NEW CABINET OFFICER

SIX

-

'

lul'lt ,

j

Hallina Morgan, of the Bainett V

liable, has added another race
to"v"r list of victories for the '
season.. A telegram received at
the St? Klmo last night states
that Hallina won the three year
old pace yesterday at Decatur,
111., in three straight heats. Time
2:14. This is the fastest mile
that the little mare hag gone bo
far and although It was not stat- ed in the telegram, it Is believed
that the mate broke the Illinois
state record for three year olds.

to date. Total deaths li7H.
The Louisiana state board of health
s
was advised today by one of the
on. duty on the river side plantations. Si. Mary's purlsh, that there has
been a total of forty-eigh- t
cases and
three deaths there.

Decline in Mortality
Greatly Encourages All
the People There.

j

t

License Question in Asbury Park,
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 18. The
special election called for the purpose of deciding the question of high
license in Asbury Park Is taking t
place today. Never before, In the
history of this town has a special
election created so much stir among
the voters and caused so much bitter
opposition as today's election.
The
voters turned out early to cast their
votes and a large vote is expected.
One of the most striking features of
the election was the large number of
womooii. who, for t lie first time, perhaps, made use of their right to vote.
It is unnecessary to say that practical y all of them voted against license.
Although the result of the election Is
not yet known, at the present time.
It is believed quite probable by many
that the voters have decided against
the future sale of liquors in Asbury
Park.

Such

Special to The Citizen.
tains. The chase became so hot for
Socorro, N. M., Aug. 18. Word was the Indians that they finally anabdoned
received here yesterday that a band the stolen mules, several hundred arsupposedly a renegade rows and their camp outfits.
of Indians,
The
band trom the Navajo reservation, had Ksse confiscated the abandoned stuff
August
in
Kiehne,
raided the ranch of
and letumed to Frisco.
western Socorro county, anil after kill
Parties who saw the Indians prov
ing even horses, ran away a span ofjious to the raid on the Kiehne ranch
mules. The carcasses of the slaugh- - say that they were higtily decorated
tered horses were bristling with ar- - with war paint, and the settlers tear
rows.
that they are ainna to break out, as
A posse of cowboys organized at it has been a poor year for the
near Pialrie mountain, took vajos and they believe that the stock
up the trail and chased the redskins of the whites Is oven mining their pas
into the timbtr in the Mogollon moun-,turlands.

AT DECATUR MEETING

EXPLOSIVE MACHINE

IN NEW ORLEANS

IN SOCORRO COUNTY

HALLINA MORGAN WINS

BANKER RECEIVES

ONE DEATH ONLY

NAVAJOS RAID RANCH

Norfolk, Va., Aug. IS. Only twelve
known dead have been taken from
the wreck of the Atlantic Coast Line
railway, though theie are eighty color
ed excursionists yet missing.
T'tio
probabilities are that the bodies of
many of these will be found in the
river.
A wrecking company raised two
cats, but as they did so the
euds fell out of the tars and what
dead were there went to the Ijottom of
the river.
The only whitu persons known to be
11. Jolly, the
.
dead so lar are:
p.onioter of the excursion, and liis
young nephew, Edward Forbes. There
are twenty-threinjured in the hospitals.
The tug for which the draw had
been opened was just parsing through
when t lie train dashed into tlio water.
The tug reversed her engint s quickly,
barely avoided being caught by the
engine in its descent.
J. J. Thompson, aged no, a fa:mer,
rushed with an ax to the scene, and
H ailing twenty feet, landed on top of

trans-Mississip-

'

Uoid on

With an Ax.

Portland, Ore., Aug. f8. Denver,
New Orleans, Kansas City and Salt
Lake are candidates for the next sescongress.
sion of the
meetThis was developed at the first
ing of the committee on permanent
L. D.
organization.
Prince of New Mexico was elected
chairman of the committee; A. F.
The names of
Francis, secretary.
H.
John Noble of St. Louis and Col.sugD. Iovell of San Francisco were
gested for the presidency for the
forthcoming term.

ni
having a

out

millions, eleven
Of this twenty-fivmillions will come from the mines ol
the Klondike country and other fields
in the Canadian Yukon, and fourteen
millions from the Seward peninsula,
the Tanana Valley and other placer
fields of Alaska. The output of the
Klondike is reliably estimated at ten
millions, or about the same as last
year, althoug'n the present season has
proven a little more favorable for mining operations.
The reason why the
more favorable season has not brought
about an lnciease In production is that
the Klondike fields are extending each
season to lower grade deposits, making It necessary for operators to wash
an even larger and larger quantity of
gravel In order to secure the same
amount of gold. This tendency has
been noted In the Klondike for three
or four-- years ftnd has been attended
with a gradually decreasing produc
tion from season to season.

Old

Eighty are Missing-- An
Man Saved Thirty-Fiv- e

or

COMMITTEE

RESOLUTIONS

81
Waatuwa

ATLANTIC ACCIDENT

IS

Still at
Prince is Taking Leading Part.
Work--Ex-Govern-

y

THAT HORRIBLE

CONGRESS

Appear But Compromise

May Yet be in the Range of

'
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The purse was worth $500 to the
winner.
Wednesday, Young Hal finish- ed third in the 2:0U pace, after S
4 having won the first heat.
His
defeat la attributed to the fact
mat tne trip rrom iiarrisonvine,
Mo., to Decatur was somewhat
trying on the gelding and he was S
In poor condition for the race.

t
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,tt
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IMPERIAL MANIFESTO
A

TO BE READ TOMORROW
St. Petersburg, Aug. 18. It was announced today that an imperial manifesto, proclaiming the creation of a
assembly,
representative
national
would be read In all the churches and
meetings of zenistvosts and municipalities tomorrow. The day will be observed as a national fete "day.
Veteran Volunteer Firemen's Muster.
Manchester, N. 11., Aug. 17. .The annual muster of the Veteran Volunteer
Firemen opened here this morning,
with a parade, the largest and most
Interesting ever held in this city. Companies from all parts of New Kngland
among the
were represented,
and
members wre many men well Known
all through the east. Henry It. Fairbanks was the chief marshal of the
parade, and Fred S. iliaii, Manchester, Chief K. S. Hoiik r, Lowell; A. Ed- wa.d Dunham. Central Falls, It. I.;
Charles 11. Hooper, Peabody, Mass.;
Uraintree, Mass.;
W .K. May berry,
chief J. D. Itandall, Portsmouth, aud
Andrew .1. Cummings, of
Portland,
Me., acted as Judges.

Chicago, Stock Market.
Chicago, Aug. lv Cattle receipts,
.
n-S.Oiio head: market, steady: good to
pri mesteers, $.".riU to $ii.oo; poor to
have been overdrawn.
medium, $l.m) to I.V..1; Blockers ami
tm to
feeders. $L'.r. to $L:'.'i; cows,
Miss Tei ry, of Socorro, is the guest
West Virginia G. A. R. Reunion.
$L5d; heiKrs, 2.M to 4.7:.; canners.
for a few days. Miss
an;' bulls, Ji.uo to
l.oo of Miss Sb'i-'1 ''5
Wheeling. W. Va.. Aug.
to
anna, :1 reunion of ihe Ciand Army of calves $ft;
Texas fed s'e. i s, $.;..id Terry Is on her way to Paiuesville,
Ohio, where she will attend school.
Wes Yiignia, which op. ii
here thls to f I .in; western steers, ;i.:,u to 4.
morning has attracted large crowds to
Kenilworth Auto Races.
Another American Invasion.
this city and holt accommodations
HutTalo. N. Y., Aug. 1. The annual
Xi w York, Aug. Iv Wll.lani
aie at a premium. It Is a great event
automobile race meeting at the Keniland his company of players sail-i- for M e obi I'nion so.diers of the state
of the
worth track, under the imspic-ion
ihe Cedric for London to lay. ;.iid tleir families and tley have re-Automobile Hacing association, open-is
"i"!o. nobly to the call
ihe
,
lu re today.
Many lanious motor-st- They will open tin ir Kuglisli sci.-- ui
en r encampment the I'irsi c.iwi'ry
vLite Karl Kise:, Webb .lay, Chi
a: the Shake..;;' r. Theater in l.h
:. .. :,, nt. the first. Twi tt'h and Kif-- I
rolet and others are In iv and the out.-'U'ii infantry reitimeirs ami buon Sep; mber 4: !;, and on
come of the races is watched with
tteries A and I! of the lighi art: cry
.Monday
will
!';.'
gie
the
gie.it iiilere.-- t by racing enthusiasts
i.obilug their annual reunion lo re.
f'Clai .c, " 'I be local e:. nun h ue ma
all over the conn; i y.
metropolitan pi foi man' e
i'eie
;;..of YoiL Tie a r, rho preparations for th lonoraui-i- :
at I'roi'tuan s
Top. ka. Kan. Am;. IV- - A teir'ffic of Crosby & (V, the Shawnee Ml'!,
in London.
New York Stocks.
ert of tleir vldtiir.r comrades an I
wind storm, accoinp.inied ny a heavy ami the Crawford Opera House, were
('
v will Ii.illy on: eri niiit
Niiw York. Aug is. Cb.se: Alctn
rv
Many residences
Money Market.
were
fail of rain, prevailed lure early to- unroofed.'
man io em r, Co.. Kieh Itobei
s.,11. V.t", ; plelel'lei, lbl'.'j
.
Y. C.
New- YoV, Aug. IV
Money oil
ami many o'her prominent veter- day, 'he wind, according to the local damage I, barns blown down and trees
lllj; Southern pacific
l'l'e'i,;
;
No one was hurt, as far
went her bureau, blowing at the rate uprooted.
among the speakers
'TV, V. P.. Liu; ptd..
V. S. S. ea.y,
t to ;i.,; prime tnenatrik pa- ans will
of fifty niiit- an hour. The buildings as known.
SO1, ; p!d., lot.
the camp fire.
to i' i bar silwr, Ml.
pi r,
termor wife sued for divorce,
the
being I.adv Violet
ii.aiK namp. watt s:n( married her.
hiii'-the g. anting of the divorce,
W ait iu.1 his former wire
have been
in the law courts r aiding niarriau
settlements, and much bitierness
suited Ironi the litigation.
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The decline of the death rate is
;... ,.,.(, feeling of satisfaction that
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.wt,b. nr.. i...i..i.,
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i" III ll Jl u iu lie i e
.that the possibilities of the visitation
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EVENING

AIJiUQUEHQUE

PACE TWO

CASINO
lly
hard hitting the Mcintosh
Drowns defeated the El I'aso Drowns
yesteiday by the decisive score of 9
to 2. Callegos permitted only three

hits, while the lhike city bunch land
ed on Widtnan at will. The Rrowns
are expected home tomorrow. .
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Houston has to enter the fair tournaUenn, the new twirler
ment with.
fiotn the Mark Hills, with Pet tun, will
form a battery for a bunch of aspirants, while (tnllegns and McDonald
will serve ns a battery for the regulars. This will show Henn up to some
degree. If he can do anything with
the regulars, he can win the fair tournament. Of course the fact that he
Is not yet acclimated and may be a little short on wind, will have to be
taken into consideration. The lino up
will be ns follows:
Cosgrove, center field;
Regulnis:
McDonald,
catcher;
Kunz, second
bnse; Nehcr, third base; French, first

5

base; Randall, short stop;
hight field; Oallegos, pitcher;

A

I

wr

Friday and

"GIROFLE-GIROFL-

Sat-

twenty-fiv-

e

S

"The Pretty Persian"

Ira M. Bond.
32 V street, N.
ATTORN
W., Washington, u.
t'enslons, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlata, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

15c and 25o
on
scats
sale at O.
Reserved
A. Mauon's, 202 West Railroad avenue.

drug-gists-

-

-

$100,000

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
Office, Flrsi. ..atlonsj Bank build

ATTORNEI-AT-LA-

N. M.

Gardens open every afternoon. Admission, free, except during matinee?. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

j

ing.

cents.

Sunday at

Matinee.

well

Office
N. M.

block, Albuii jerque,

AND UNSURPASSED

Crom-

THE

OF

BANK

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

fl

0"GIROFLE-GIROFL- A"

V

15c

Armljo bulldln.

Suite 1, N. T.
Albuquerque. N. M.

CASINO
THIRD STREET

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

,

Walling-rord-

rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CONTRACTOR

& BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND HIIIT.nir.nir.f i.
mates cheerfullv furnish
inh wnru mn.
Ilclted. Automatic 'phone TH; 8hop u
North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.
?

WHET
EiEdnwopi

MASONIC E HIDING, N. THIRD ST

B. A. SLEYSTER

W. S. STRICKLER,

wm. Mcintosh
j. c. baldridge
DEPOSITORY

PHYSICIANS.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo-pathAll
diseases
successfully
treated.
Offlice
building.
Barnett
Hours. 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Roth tain.
phonos. Sundays by appointment.

NOTARY PUBLIC

VETERINARY.

S

113 1.2 W. Rmllroad Ave.

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.
BALLING,

207

Thos. F. Keleher
..
. .

OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
leaks,
One gallon Devoes' Paint cover.
300 square feet two coats.

LEATHER,

40!)

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
RAMSAY & STOTT,
Gleckler Block, Cor. Fouith street
and Oold avenue.

AV.

J.

HARNESS.

SADDLES,

KAILKOAI)

ETC.

AVE

W.LTritnble&Cc

A. W. HAYDEN
Contractor ami IJuildor
OFFICE

AND FACTORY

4i2 West CeppEr Avenue

ALIiUQUEligUE.iWM,
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black

265.

Rankin & Co.
LOANS

CLARKVILLE

PRODUCE

HAY, GRAIN

602

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
South First Street Both Phones

A. C. WALKER,

rtre
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C. Baldridge'g Lumber yard.

Standard

412 W. Railroad Ave.

AUTO. "PHONE,

671.

COLO.A' t.

ESTABLISHED

L. Ei.

WHOLESALE
Grain

Flour,

:

GROCER

and

Provisions.

Carries the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In tho Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
KAILR0AD

4LBLi(lL'

AVENLE.

t RQl'L.

N.

M

XXXXrXTyXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXTXTXXXXXTXXXXTXXXXX3tXXXrw

CEMENT

SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
Justi-

Our prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
eompars favorably with responsible competition.

V

Fresh Meats and Sausages

LAUGHLIN

HYDRAULIC

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PHONE 711

MARKET

St.

BOTH RMONK

Michae

OOOOOCJOCXDOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXX.

I GRAND

Airy
Rooms

I CENTRAL

Reasonable
II

Kates

Oic0,

frop't.

let

's

SANTA FE, N.

lttffttfftttfttt
Large

HOTEL
I
2
2 Mr. Own

1878

PUTNEY

c'ass material and employ competent workmen which

3CXXXXXXX0t:xX)CXX)fe3QOolXXXX

TRY OUR

ULli liAiCai

IXXXXXXiXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlXXXXX

J

207 West Gold Aveune
CO

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

O. BAMBINI

Pleasantly Effective.
Never In the way, no trouble to carry, easy to take, pleasant and never
falling in results are DeWitt's Little
Early Risers. These famous little pills
are a certain guarantee agilnst headache, biliousness, torped liver and all
of the ills resulting from constipation.
They tonic and strengthen the liver.
Curo Jaundice. Suid by all druggists.

BANK

I. H. COX, Manager.

O.

UNION

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

D. A.

HERNDON, Cashier.

B.

A Specially Fine Line

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE

NATIONAL
LUUUEKUli

HEATING CO.

BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSINESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
TRANSFER STABLES.
I have opened a merchant tailoring
Horses and Mules houirht and exchantf-ed- .
Address W. L. Trimble & Co., estalilishmmt upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
Mbuuuerque, New Mexico.
patronage
general, public,
of the
i?KST TURNOUTS IN
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
TUB CITY.
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
SECOND
BETWEEN RAILROA'a
STREET.
garments also clraned, and walking
AND COPFER AVENUES.
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed
in
Have had 15 years' experience
this city, (live me a trial.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Banta Fa Railway
Company.

S "OLD RELIABLE"

TAILOR

p

PLUMBING AND

of fancy goods, Hardanger, French
Battenburg
and wool embroideries,

MERCHANT

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.09

$100,000
$250,000

The

MRS. C. GRANNIS.
Invites you to inspect her fine line

and crocheted goods, sofa pillows, tea
cloths, collars and cuffs and Batten
burg patterns,
baby caps, Afghans
and opera shawls, ladies' fine under
wear made to order and children's
clothing a speciality. Room 36, Bar
nett building. Albuquerque, N. M.

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

M.

O. N. MAR RON, President.

A

'

FE RAILWAY

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to Bhow you our superior facilities.

FALL TERM.

ing.
DAY AND

PAINTS,

OF

,

SPECIALTY Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanWe desire patronage and we
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Engguarantee first class baking
S. First Street,
Albuquerque lish, Spanish and Mechanical DrawCAKE

WEDDING

STATE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

The original SpanisTi hair tonic.
Hermoso pelo, (beautiful hair.) Posi
tively stops falling hair in one applica
tion; cures dandruff always, and is a
perfect dressing for gentlemen and
lauies' bair. For sale at 60 cents per
bottle. Agents wanted. 410
South Edith street.
SOUTHWESTERN
TOILET
SPECIALTY CO.
Albuquerque, N. M
410 South Edith street.

rr

blackwell

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

THE

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

JOE RICHARDS,

AND

Asst. Cashier!
george
arnot
o. e. cromwell

solomon
luna
m.

Officers and Director:.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

CLAIRVOYANT.

Smoke the White Lily Cigur

SIMON

M.

N.

President;
W. J. Johnson,

BANK

Dr. J, E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician.
Room 1!.
Whiting Block.

ItOOM 5, CROMWELL BLOCK.
Autamatic Telephone, 174.

a.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Veterinary
surgeon and dentist
Horses, cattle and dos treated by
the latest, up to. date, appioved, scientific methods. OHlce at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone. 3; auto., 122.

REAL ESTATE,

SOLOMON LUNA,
V. P. and Cashier;

FIRST
NATIONAL

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

CIGA

ALBUQUERQUE,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.

kinds of fresh and salt
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.

All

tm

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

40-4-

T

COMMERCE

John H. Stlngle.

m.

3 p.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

cba.-iia-Mo- n

Well-Tlile-

SURPLUS

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

v- -.

merry-go-roun-

get-lin-

AND

othce.

Admission .. ..

r.

Ken-t'leU- y

CAPITA,.

i'rompt attention given to all
pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ai! courts of the territory and before the United Btates land

Evenings.

i

Albuauernue

ATTORNKY-AT-LA-

N. M.
DUblnces

1

vin-agro-

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

Bernard 8. Rodey.

Monday,
Tuesday
and Wednesday

field.

Admission will be

COMPANY

8.

D. D.

TRUST

A"

Sunday,

(Juler,
Starr,

"Jimmy" Durham did not come and
that the fans have bleeding hearts
goes without saying. Durham wired
Manager Houston, at the last moment,
that he could not come. He had Jumped Kansas City early in the season
because they would not grant his release so that he could accept an offer from St. Louis. When the Kansas
State league closed and Durham was
on the point of coming lo New Mex
MRS. TAGGART.
ico, Kansas City wired him that if he
The eyes of the country are nw centered on the sensational divorce
did not return to the Blues he would
MrS- - Ta8g8rt'
,ria'
f
now being
ch
Ohio0"'
be blacklisted.
Jlmmv returned, and
the first game he pitched for the losing Blues was against
Milwaukee,
which team had been leading the Am
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES
OFFICIAL MATTERS
erican association. Durham shut Mil
waukee out.
The Dew brick laundry is being
Articles of Incorporation.
It is time for Santa Fe to get torushed to completion by Contractor A.
The following articles of Incorpora gether on base ball. The idea of a litW. Hayden.
Mrs. Mll.ie Holllngsworth, who has tion have been filed in the office of tle hamlet like the Capital City trying
hocn spending her vacation in visit- J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the ter to support two teams. One good team
would he a compliment to that place.
ing her mother in Chautauqua, Kan., ritory :
New Mexico Land and Developing
returned to her school yesterday, and
Tho hnKp halt nnrl territorial fair ad
has resumed her work as cook at. the company. The incnrjiora-torare Tru
on
man I), liosner, Carroll M. Hoshour, vertising excursion to Santa Fe
school.
In favor ot
otr
Sunday
has
called
been
H
J.
Woodson,
njamin
Candelarlo Royb.il, baker at the
of St. Joseph,
excursion which Is to be run from
school, has returned to his post of Missouri, and Paul Ream, of Maiys-ville- , an
egas. A
City to I. as
the
outy, arter having spent his vacation
Missouri. The objects for which SantaAncient
ball team will play at
base
Fe
I
corporation
was found are: To the Meadow City.
this
in .as Cruces.
Dr. Klock, from the Fort Shaw In buy, sell, lease, invest in, and handle,
dian school, Montana, has arrived laiids and other properties on commis- YESTERDAY'S RESULTS IN
and has taken up the duties of phy sion or otherwise; to lease, buy, sell,
hold, locate, or acquire by any other
sician at this school.
THE MAJOR LEAGUES
Superintendent Alien returned last lavvlul means, mines, mining claims,
any
night from a few days' outing on minerals arm! mineral lands, or
American League.
other lands or properties; to do a
Mount Taylor.
At Cleveland
R II E
Mrs. Williams is at Zunl, N. M., general mining business; to construct
1
1
3
and operate water works, ditches Cleveland
soliciting pupils for the school.
3
2
2
York
John Whitwell, from Lawrence, flume pipe lines, and all other means New
R H E
At Detroit
for conducting
Kan., made a short call at the school and instrumentalities
3
2
10
furnishing water for domestic, Detroit
and then went to Laguna and sur and
0
9
6
milling and irrigating pur- Philadelphia
rounding country to solicit pupils for mining,
poses; to purchase, locate and lav out
the Haskell Indian school.
National League.
sites and to sell and otherwise
Mrs. Dagnette has been appointed town
At Brooklyn
R H E
dispose of same; to construct and op
vacancy
fill
a
2
teacher to
5
9
at this erate ice and brick plants and dispose Pittsburg
wi',1
1
on
begin
4
10
school. She
Brooklyn
her work
of
products
the
thereof; to do a
September 1st.
H E
New York
R
At
general transportation
business; to
3
0
3
develop, manufacture and acquire, and Chicago
9
0
3
Public la Aroused.
to sell, distribute and supply electric Xew York
At Philadelphia
R H E
The public Is arounsed to a knowledge ity for heating, lighting, manufactur
2
4
Philadelphia
11
of the curative merits of that great med- ing and power; to do a general
bank St. Louis
ical tonic, Electric Bitters, for sick stom- ing and
1
1
4
mercantile business, to do a
ach, liver and kidneys. Mary H. WaAt Boston
R H E
lters of 646 Bu Clair avenue, Columbus. general bonding business. The amount
5
2
9
Ohio, writes: "For several months I was of capital stock is $I.O(in,(Mio, divided Cincinnati
given up to die. I had fever and ague, into 1,000,000
1
6
3
shares at $1 each. The Boston
my nerves were wrecked; 1 could not
sleep, and my stomach was so weak term of existence Is fifty years and
Western League.
from useless doctors' drugs that t could the principal place of business is
At Pueblo
R H
E
not ext. Soon after beginning to take
county,
Otero
with Samuel Pueblo
12 15
6
Klectrtc Bitters 1 obtained relief, and in J. Wormwood
agent.
1
named as
The
a short time was entirely cured." Guar
11 19
0
anteed at all drug stores. Price Em.
number of directors shall be twelve Omaha
and those who will manage the busiAmerican Association.
ness of the company for the first
At Columbus
RICH STRIKE
AND
three months are the Incorporators Columbus
2
BIG FISH
STORY and others.
7
Louisville
The Upton Land and Live Stock
At Toledo
Company.
The incorporators
0
are Toledo
It is reported that the Parker Bros., James N. Upton, Thomas Oreen Up- Indianapolis
8
who recently commenced placer opera- ton and James E. Upton, all of Dem-inAt Minneapolis
tions at Shandon, are meeting with ex.
New Mexico.
Minneapolis-StThe objects for
Paul, no game; rain.
cellent success and are extracting which this corporation was formed
At Kansas City
gold in liberal quantities. It is said a;e. the buying, selling breeding and Kansas City
0
that they realized $500 in a partial raising of cattle, horses and other Milwaukee
2
clean up of one day's run, and bon- live stock; the purchase and sale,
fires are built on the ground at night leasing and cultivation of land, the
The Only Way.
and guards are stationed to protect irrigation thereof, and the construction
There is no way to maintain the
the sluice boxes.
of dams and other mediums of irrigahealth and strength of mind and body
Some months ago Sheriff Kendall tion; the conducting
a mercantile
by nourishment. There Is no
stocked his ground water tank with business in connection with said ob- except
Vhat he supposed were cat fish and jects and in carrying out same. The way to nourish except through the
The stomach must be kept
he has been anxiously awaiting the capital stock is $50,000, divided into stomach.
time when the cats would arrive at ao.ooti shares at $1 each. The term healthy, pure and sweet or the
the frying ae, but he is doomed to of existence is 50 years and the prin- strength will let down and disease
loss of
disappointment.
Recent investigation cipal pace of business is Deming will set up. No appetite,
has revealed the fact that his pond, with James X. Upton named as agent. strength, nervousness, headache, coninstead of teeming with cat fish, is The number of directors shall be stipation, bad breath, sour risings,
filled with repulsive water dogs vary- three and those who will manage Hie rifting, indigestion, dyspepsia and all
ing from two to fourteen inches in business of the company for the first stomach troubles that are curable are
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
length. There are no fish visible in tline months are the Incorporators.
Dyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what
the pond, and .Mr. Kendall is very
you eat and strengthens the whole
much perplexed and puzzled over the MONSTER VINAGkON
digestive apparatus.
mysterious transformation. Hillsbuio
Advocate.
FOUND AT ROSWELL
BIDS VANTED
HEART RIGHT
W. A. P)iilliis found a monster
in a waon loud of adobe- he
Concessions and privileges on fair
When He Quit Coffee.
is hauling yesterday Irom the Mis. grounds and on the streets !n the city
Life Insurance companies will not Ilentley plaee on Fourth and
of Albuquerque, during the twenty-fiftto bis lot on West S;inta Fe
insure a man suffering from In an
territorial fair, to he held at Altrouble. The reason is obvious.
!'eet. Tlie iii'.ol,.- is to be used fo; buquerque, N. M., September 18, li),
This is a serious matter to the hus- tilliiiL' and the great bug was found 20. 21, 22, and 23, 1905:
n over the yard.
band or father who is solicitous for in scattering the
I'tanuts and popcorn, bar, spar Jewthe future of his dear ones. Often the i rotn the end of the pincers to the elry, novelties, score cards and pro
no or the tail the variuit. measured grains, candy, soft drinks, cushions,
heart trouble is acused by an unexsandwiches and lunches, canes, novel
pected thing and can be corrected if cisht Inches. It was so obi Unit it
turned black and its fe( t showed evi- ties,
hu;nt leather
taken in time and properly treated. dence
of the tire that destroyed Uie sends, cane rack, whip rack, button
A man in Colorado writes;
shooting gallery, doll rack,
"I was a great olfee dringer for Ilentley home. The vinigron will be
many years, and was not aware of moii cj niiiiM- " uiim siore i n at lia.s a pool selling, knife lack, sovtnlr
l.adt-'Cof animals" oi this
jewelry spindle, etc.
the injurious effects of the habit till collection
r.
The vi
Is said to be
liids to be opened at 12 o'clock,
I became a practical invalid, suffering acti
.noon, August 25, the association refrom heart trouble, indigestion and deadly iKiison- Koswel! Record,
serving the rllit to reject such bids
nervousness to an extent that made
they desire. Address, 1). K. B.
NEW TOWN WILL BE IN COLFAX
me wrethedly miserable myself and a
Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.
nuisance to those who witnessed my
sufferings.
In connection vvilh railroad building
Dangerous and Uncertain.
"I continued to drink Coffee, how- there is always more or less talk reFor sunburn, tetter and all skin and
ever, not suspecting that it whs the garding new towns. Tiie new railroad scalp
DeWitt's Witch Hazel
cause of my i.l health, till, on apply- to be built from lies Moines on the Salvo diseases,
ing for life insurance, I was rejected Colorado .Southern In Union cunty will cure has no equal. It Is a certain
for blind, bleeding, Itching and
on account of the trouble with my cr.iss i he Santa Fe at a point several protruding
piles. It will draw the fire
1
heart. Then I became alarmed.
miles soulh of Raton, where there is out of a burn and heal
without leaving
found that leaving off coffee helped plenty or water, and there a town will a scar. Boils, old sores,
carbuncles.
me quickly, so I quit it altogether and be started. The land at this point be- etc.,
are quickly cured by the use of
having been attracted by tiie adver- longs to Thomas 11. Catron, of Santa
the genuine UeWitt's Witch Hazel
tisements of I'ostum Food Coffee I Fe.
Salve. Accept no substitute as they
began its use.
It Is said that the new road will
are often dangerous and uncertain.
"The change in my condition was rapidly push construction
work to Sold by all druggists.
remarkable, and it was not long till 1 their coal mines in this county, but as
was completely cured. All my ail- to building any further west that
GIVE
YOURSELF AND YOUR
ments vanished. My digestion was si ems to have lo.- -t its lormer vim.
FAMILY A TREAT BY
OWNING
A few weeks ago Raton was In a ONE OF OUR
completely restored, my nervousness
NEW BUGGIES OR
disappeared, and, most important of terrific sweat of excitement over the SURREYS. WE MAKE PRICES TO
ail, my heart steadied down ami be- building ,,r the railroad, but since It Is SELL. ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE
came normal, and on a second exam- learned that it is to build several miles COMPANY.
ination I was accepted by the life In- south, the people h.ive concluded that
Fiendish Suffering.
surance Co. Quitting Coffee and using it would be a toolish piece of business
by .ore, ulcere end cantor a bianch to a Is often caunedaway
Name to subscribe $n.
I'ostum worked the cure."
vour vkln. Wm.
that ut
piven by l'o.stum Co., Ilattle Creek, line that possibly will only be a coal cers, of
Hoik,
Midi . uayit "I hiive
Flat
road for many
t,ns. liny are
Mich.
UHed Burklen
Arnica Salve for Ulcrre,
out or that pipe d.eain excite- Horea and Cancers, it la the beat
There's a reason, and it Is explained
Boot Ilea
drraaliiK 1 aver found."
,
ment and getting down to business
in the little book, "The Road to
and heals ;cute, burns and scalds; &c,
again. Springer Stockman.
lu each plig.
guaranteed.
at all

i

Edmund J, Alger,

MONTEZUMA

LAWYERS.

Aspirants: "Snapper" Hale, second
base; Pettus, catcher; Benn, pitcher;
Ortiz, first base; Fluke, center fieid;
Jim Hale, left field; Helweg, short
stop; Garcia, third base; Brown, right

km

A

Su6 Railroad
avenue Office hour
a. m. to 12: SO p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to I
p. oi. Telephone 462. Appointment
made
by moll.
OFFICE
CLOSED UNTIL AU
GUST 28.

DR.

:30

urday Evenings,

left field.

gt

DENTI8T8.

No.

Thursday,

18, 1905

CARDS

c

Musical Slock Co.

On Sunday Hie fans will have an

opsrlunlty to see just what Manager

PROFESSIONAL

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Suraeen.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
man.

WADE

C

FRIDAY, AUGUST

g

The

Forty-Seven-

th

College
AT.

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

3
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That's what's helping to make our City the LARGEST and BEST

mill
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the Southwest
every citizen should buy one or more good residence lots in the E A S TERN
fai)
A'7ini
bLll$glfUlL USJQjfXyz ADDITION
while they are cheap and sold on
easy terms.
0 Down, $1 per Week. Call at our office and we will take
100 - $150 - $200 per Lot
you over the ground.
SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

It

Greer, Pres.

W. H.

Solomon Luna,

There Is real value in everything
we sell. You have the satisfaction of knowing that you have full
value for your money when you
buy goods of us. We are now re-

ceiving our fall stock of Carpets,
Rugs, Lace Curtains, Portieres,
Etc., and cordially invite you to Inspect our line. No trouble to show
goods. Mail orders solicited and
"Get the
satisfaction guaranteed.
habit."

J.

D. EMMONS.

Corner Coal Ave. and Second
Auto Phone, 474. Bell Phone,

Successor to W. V. Futrelle.

St

155.

.

and linen. Little cabinets at the
ROADS MAKING
sides contain complete silver sets.
The advantages of the car are that
will do away with the hauling o
NEW RECORDS ait diner
or a chair car. It is furnished
and equipped luxuriously. The Ameri
ican Palace Car Company Is now neto supply the Canadian PaThe Rail Business Shows Big gotiating
cific and the International roads of
Canada.
Increase in Mileage
Representatives
of the company
who accompany the car say there Is
and Cash
at present no inclination to fight the
Pullman company or to operate the
new cars on trains where Pullman
EARNINGS NEARLY TWO BILLIONS cars are used. The company propses
to equip lines operating their own
sleeping cars, such as the Canaiian
Pacific,
Intercolonial, St. Paul, New
commis
commerce
The interstate
Haven and others.
sion has just given out very interestThe company is building cars for
ing statistics in reference to the rail- celebrities who travel much. One is
roads of the United States. Here is to be delieverd to Sarah Bernhardt,
and another to Julia Marlowe, this
some of the data:
year.
Canadian minister of railThe total single track railway mile- ways IsThe
one.
also to have
age In the United States on June 30,
m
m
1904, was 213,904.34 miles, having inSECRETARY
MAKES
WILSON
endyear
in
5,927.12
the
miles
creased
CONCESSION TO RAILROADS.
ing on that date. This increase exceeds that of any previous year since
Secretary Wilson, of the Depart1890.
On June 30, 19(14, there were in the ment of Agriculture, who is now in
service of the railways 4fi,743 locomo- Chicago, has made an important concession to the railroads regarding
tives, the increase being 2,872.
of live stock.
The number of persons on payrolls the handling
He agrees that hereafter the departJune 30, 1H4, was 1,296,121, or 611 per
100 miles of line. These figures, when ment will calculate the time cattle
compared with corresponding ones for are in transit, leginning when the car
jeaves the point of loading and arthe year 1903, show a decrease of
in the number of employes, or 28 rives at destination, instead of commencing when the loading of cattle in
per 100 miles of line.
The par value of the amount of rail- the car is finished.
The joint committee of railway men
way capital outstanding on June 30,
1904. was $12,213,124,679. which repre- and live stock growers who had a consents a capitalization of $64,265 per ference with Secretary Wilson remile for the railways in the United garding an extension of the
limit for cattle In transit, reported
States.
The number of passengers reported that he said he could not ignore the
as carried by the railways during the federal statute fixing the limit, but
year ending June 30, 1905, were
that the Department of Agriculture
indicating an increase of
would not try to impose onerous conyear
endas compared with the
ditions on the railroads; that if a
milepassenger
ing June 30, 1903. The
train of live stock was within about
age or the number of passengers car- fifty miles of its destination, in 28
ried one mile was 2,923,213,536, having hours, it would not compel the railincreased 1,007,449,655.
roads to unload the cattle and aliow
The gross earnings of the railways them to rest for five hours.
operain the United States from the
A Joint committee
composed of
tion of 212,243.20 miles of line for the three railroad officials and three
30,
year ending June
1904. $1,975,174,-- stockgrowers and dealers to secure an
1. being $74,327,1S4 greater than for amendment to the federal law so that
the previous year. Their operating the limit in which cattle may be
expenses were $1,338,896,253, or
hauled without unloading for food,
more than In 1903.
rest and water will be increased from
on
The total number of casualties
28 to not less than 36 hours.
Secre1904,
railways the year ending June 30.
tary Wilson has stated that he will
was 4.201, of which 10,046 represented favor such an amendment.
the number of persons killed and
the number injured. Trainmen, J. W. anderson'sues
2,114 killed and 29,275 injured; switch-tenderSANTA FE FOR $20,000
crossing tenders and watchIn
court at EI Paso yesthe
district
men. 229 killed, 2.070 injured: other
employes, 1,289 killed, 35,722 Injured. terday afternoon a $20,000 damage suit
The casualties to employes coupling was instituted against the Santa Fe
and uncoupling cars were: Employes Railroad company. The suit is brought
by J. W. Anderson for the loss of a
killed, 3"7; injured, 4.019.
The casualties due to falling from hand, which iie alleges was due to a
The
tiains, locomotives or cars in motion defective automatic coupling.
were: Trainmen killed. 457, injured, plaintiff alleges that in April. 19u5,
4,757; switch tenders, crossing tend- he was employed by the said company
ers and watchmen killed, 25; injured, in the capacity of a brakenian, and
301; other employes killed, 75; injur- that while engaged In coupling two
cars at Williams, Arizona, his hand
ed, 570.
The number of passengers killed in was caught and so badly smashed
was nect ssai y. Anthe year 1904 was 411 and the num- that amputation
ber injured 9,111. In the previous year derson alleges that two attempts were
a 55 passengers were killed, 8,231 in- made to couple the cars, but failed,
liefore the third effort was made it
jured; 262 passengers killed and
injured because of collisions and was necessary tor him to open the
derailments. Total number of persons coupling of one of the cars and close
coupling of the other. While so
other than employes and passengers the
employed, the plaintiff alleges, that
killed was 5,973; injured, 7,977.
'he cars tame together without warning ;and his hand was caught between
NOVEL SLEEPING CARS
THE LATEST THING. the couplings.
m

16,-41- 6

-

1

84,-15- 5

s,

Flournoy, Sec.

where they will meet In conference with the transportation and
maintenance officers, and also with
H. IT. Mudge, second vice president.
COMMON IN SUMMER
The assignment of locomotives to
The time to pet rid of Rheumatism is
the various divisions is said to be one
of the most important matters to In Summer while the blood is endeavorcome before the conference. The pur- ing to purge itself of all poisons and impose of the officials is to assign each purities, and the skin is active, with all
engine to a certain division, giving to the pores aud glands open and r.l.le, in
the division the kind of locomotives this way, to assist in the elimination.
which it could make the best use of.
Columbus, O., 1365 Mt. Vernon, Ave.
In this manner each dlvslon can look
1 hod a severe
Blx years
ol
power.
own
motive
Inflammatorybr Rheumutmm. andsttnek
after its
thndoo-tor- s
did me no good. Thny chunked
I had evnry
tnedioinu
llioy
week and
NEW SANTA FE OFFICE
prescribed seemed to helpnolhiiitr
me. Finally
BUILDING AT LAS VEGAS I left off their medicine and began the
ueeofS. B.8. My knee and elbow joints
Bwollen terribly, end at ono time
The plans of the Santa Fe company were
my hands were
so
and jininfui
regarding the enlargement of its Las that Ioould not olososwollen
them when opened.
was (tettingr discouraged, you m:iy bo
Vegas accommodations have been com-- j Isure,
I begnn 8. 8. B., btt ns I osw
pleted and work will begin before the it waswhen
helping me I continued
it, and toa
on
day
present
closes
month
am
.of
a
the
I
sound, well nun nr.l have
end
the ditioa.
new office building. The building will caver had a return of
K. H. CHAl'UAN.
be ready for occupancy not later than
the last of November. The building
The inactivity of the Liver, Kidnevsnnd
will be of brick, two storie0 in height Bowels causes the ret use matter to remain
f.aid
is
that
$10,000.
It
will
cost
in the system, which, coming in contact
and
after this building is completed the with the different acids of the body,
company
work
will
commence
railroad
forms uric acid to be absorbed bv the
on a new freight depot at that point.
blood and distributed to the different
joints and muscles, producing the pains
WELLS FARGO OFFICES
inflammation and other distressing sympARE BEING REMODELED toms of Rheumatism. The wandering
pains of the disease remind the sufferer
Workmen have commenced to build that the poison is still in the blood and
the second story on the building occu- be should lose no time in getting it out.
pied by the Wells, Fargo Express com- S. S. S. neutralizes the acid and makes
pany In this city and when finished the Mood rich and pure. It tones up
there will be greatly increased accom- every organ and cures the disease perma
modations. The business of the office
nently. S. S. S.
no
at this point has grown to such an
contains
harmful minerextent in the past six months that an
als to disagreeaddition to the building was made
ably affect the
absolutely necessary.
system, but
GRADING ON RIO GRANDE
PURELY VEGETABLE.
whilecuringthe
- DIVISION IS RESUMED
disease builds
up every part of the body by its fine tonic
After several weeks' cessation of effect. Book on Rheumatism and any
work because of necessary repairs to medical advice desired without charge.
the steam shovel, grading on the local THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Atlanta. Ga.
division of the Santa Fe is again in
progress.
The steam shovel lias returned from Albuquerque and is working in the gravel pit at Courchesne. A
A
train of dump cars is working in the
track between El Paso and Las
Will not do you any good unless you
Cruces.
.
have some money to put in it. The
m
Roy Trimble and Eugene Pauley, surest way to get money ahead la to
the two tramps who assaulted the col- - buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
' nrffl train nnrtpr
linilnrl trnln Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tintn
No. 1 at Cerrillos Monday night, were ware, Crockery, and of course, your
given a hearing in Santa Fe yesteiday. Groceries, at our store. We are the
Trimble was bound over to await the acknowledged low price store In the
action of the next grand Jury of that whole city. A few prices will give you
county, and Pauley was sentenced to an Inkling of our fine goods:
forty days in the county Jail.
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
Grand Canyon line of the Santa Fe, at $3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
spent yesterday in the city and left and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
last night for the west. He took with $6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
him twenty laborers for work on his at $4. All plainly marked; one price
contract, which were hired through to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
the Southwestern Employment Agen- for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
cy.
isk. Your money back if you want
Mrs. Peter McCallum and daughter it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
arrived last night from a visit of sev-ei- try
ours, any kind Gunpowder, Engweeks at Minneapolis and St.
lish Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
Paul. Mr. McCallum Is foreman at you
pay 60c for tea, try our
any
the. Santa Fe machine shops In this
city, which position he has held for kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods.
Your
the past two years.
money back if you want it.
. .
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION.
Yardmaster R. C. Ten Eyck and son
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
left last night for a vacation tiip to
122 N. Second.
Kansas City, Topeka and Wellington, Auto 'Phone, 592.
All goods delivered.
Kansas, Amarillo, Texas, and other
points. Mrs. Ten Eyck and youngest
child also left the city last night for
a few weeks' visit to California.

RHEUMATISM

cago.

Our Goods Ride High
In Public Favor

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

...

N.

S. R. Cohen, local car foreman of
the Santa Fe, lelt last night for a
visit to California and will accompany
his family home the first of the month.
They have been on a visit to friends
at San Diego.

...
...

Keith, assistant day yardmaster, will liave charge of t he yards during the absence of Yardmaster Ten
Eyck, who is on his annual vacation
trip.
A. F.

President E. P. Ripley, of the Santa
Fe, Is on his way west on a tour of the
system. He is expected to reach Albuquerque in a few days.

PEACIU

CO.

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 2082
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a 6hort time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
and will double In price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.
BED-ROC-

Waking

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are ' you interestea in Colorado?
Send three cents i' stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt..
Denver, Colo.

Is what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per case of 2 dozen
quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

THE DINING

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company

CAR SERVICE

Auto. Phone 292,

(From the California Limited
Log hook)

It Is peculiar that all of ns
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help it. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I ean't abstain. The dining car aerrlce
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

The newe.-- t thing in a sleeping car, SANTA FE WILL BUILD
$200,000 ICE PLANT.
dining car ami parlor cur combined is
owned by the .American Palace Car
A contract for a new ice plant, to
Companv, and is named the "Coliim-l.la.- " be built at Argentine, Kan.,
some time
this year, will be let bv the Santa
At dav the interior of the car is
Fe railway
week. The. specificafurnished as a standard chair car, tions call fornext
a building that will cost
luxuriously
wicker
cushioned
with
in the neighborhood of two hundred
At night, the berths, with thousand
chairs.
dollars. lit Is stated that
raismattresses,
are
springs and hair
January
since
1. 19o3, the Santa Fe
box
a
under the floor has spent $ .4'1'i.finii
ed from
f(,r terminal imposition
Into
of the car and placed
provements
in Kansas Citv.
The
in one and o'ie half minutes.
chairs ar- place, in the steel box ROCK ISLAND OFFICIALS
by
the berths and
before occupied
GATHER IN CHICACO.
d
t he car is
into a sleeping
Manager
General
Dan E. Cain of the
car.
A kitchen and pantry are at one end flock Island, Frank
T. I M an, genof the car. and at meal time, by a eral superintendent of the southwest
process as quick as the transforma- district, Eengineer of Maintenance J.
tion into a sleeping car. the Interior O. II loom and Thomas Hoope, superis made into a dining car, with tables intendent of Motive Power, are in Chi- 1

-

I

tran.-fonne-
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The best machine
in the world. This
is no experiment,
but has been tested
and trie, I, and has
L"t,nui in use. If
you are interested
in typewriters call
on or address
GEO. S. RAMSEY
401 W. It. It

Ave.

General Agent for
New Mexico.

A, BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em b aimer

I
I
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COMMERCIAL

OL.UB BUILDING.

S5?5"?

City Undertaker

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

EAST
Chicago and return, 15250, with flnal limit of October
II. or HJ 7S
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return, 144.60, with final limit of October IL or $4140
good for sixty days.
TICKET8 ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 80.
Denver and return, $25.15.
Colorado Springs and return, $22.15.
PueWo and return, $20.16.
Olenwood Springs and return, $16.15. yla Pueblo, or $41.15 Tia, DeTjr

WHISKEY
BOTTLED

-

IN BOND.

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October 15.
GEO.

H

T, STAGG CO.,

S. LUTZ,

Agent A. T.

Final Limit Oct 31st
& S.

F. Ry.

DIMTILLKR
FRANKFORT, KY.
a

MELINI

tttt titttt

& EAKIN

Albuquerque, New

AUTOMATIC

In

1882.

F. G. PRATT

&

199.

agents for Casino Canned

Goods,

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited
.Free Delivery

Gradi,

In
Dealers
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.

213215217 NORTH

rt irotirritiYti."
&

Proprietors.

BOTHE

BAR AND CLUB

ROOMS

S

FINK RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac. The Cuolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

"

GO.

AND
STAPLE
FANCY GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

&

r

ttttttt

m

ittiiaaitiitttisss4sitsiirtisi)r.S

Heekln & Co' a Coffees,
Granite Flour

Toti

s

QUICKEL

Mexico

PHONE

ZEIGER CAFE
s

80LE AGENTS.

Jas.

TYPEWRITERS

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 299

Bell 'Phone No. 116

O. F. C.
THE

Colo. Phone 93

CELEBRATED

THE

Sole

VISIBLE

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

Established

...

1

1

Colorado Southern
Railway

8

m

e

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

NEW BANK

...

Sellers, Mgr.

The Best
of Colorado

...

...

D. K. B.

in

THIRD STREET

T II K
ST. ELMO
........

AND

AND

CLUBROOMS

We Fill

Prescriptions
at consistent Prices

WINES

WHISKIES.

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH

SAMPLE

RIGHS.

FINEST

ETC.

B4RNETT,

Prop.

120 West RallroaJ Avenue

B.

RUPPE

Next to Bank ot

Coiwrce

203 West

Ave.

R. R.

AIJJUQUEKOUK EVENING CITIZEN.
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The Raton Gazette grows pathetic over the fact that

boy. twenty years of age, whom it calls "a homeless
and friendless wanderer," stealing a ride in .a box car,
was badly but not dangerous. y hurt by the steel rails
with which the car was loaded. There is no reason iu
the world, other than his own worthlessness, why a
lusty boy of twenty, in this land of unlimited demand for

a

labor, should be homeless or friendless or a wanderer.

There is not an agricultural community in the United
States where such a boy could not get a good home and
something besides, were it not that he is too lazy to work
and prefers to be a hobo to being a laborer.

ICiNOIMNCE PERSONIFIED
Some fellow writing syndicate editorials, says:
"The proposition that Arizona be admitted to state
hood under the name of Jefferson, because it will be the
purchased unlast state to be cut out of the vast ter.-ltorder the Jefferson administration, seems peculiarly fit
ting, and will add great force of sentiment to Arizona's
plea."
It is truly astonishing how many there are who try
to teach though they have never learned. It is doubtful
If there is an Albuquerque high school pupil, who would
not Le ashamed ot the Ignorance displayed by this writer
of editorials at wholesale. It Is true, according to the
latest map furnished by the United States government
that the northeast corner of New Mexico as well as the
Panhandle of Texas was claimed as a part of the Louis
iana purchase; but this claim was subsequently aband
oned, and the country claimed was afterwards obtained
by the annexation of the Lone Star State. Of Arizona
however, not an Inch of her soil was ever within hund
reds of miles of that purchase line. Arizona was ac
quired only and exclusively in 1848, by cession from
Mexico, together with the Gadsden purchase of 1S53.
the Empire State Association of Dea
Mutes opened its 2Cth annual convention In the city hall
at Elniira, N. V. The morning meeting was merely an Informal gathering to enable the delegates to become acquainted with each other. The first business session was
held in the afternoon. The mayor of the city welcomed
the delegates and his words were translated to them iu
the sign language by an expert. Then President Edwin
Allan Hodgson delivered his annual address. Committees
were appointed and the reports of the officers read, but
not a sound uisturbed the tomb like stillness of the council chamber, where the session was held. Several interesting papers were read in the same silent manner. The
convention will close Saturday with a picnic and a visit
to the Elniira Reformatory.
On yesterday,

An Espanola Valley correspondent informs the
that the fruit crop in that valley and in the
Santa Cruz and Pojoaquo Valleys in this county this year
will be the best on record. He estimates the crop wi.l
foot up as follows: 12,0n0 boxes of app'es or iiuu.O'iO
pounds; 5,000 boxes of peaches or 2ri).U(iii pounds; S.iiuu
boxes of pears or 125,000 pounds. These estimates, this
correspondent declares, may bo considered low and when
the crop is gathered it may prove fo have been greater.

This Is gratifying news and shows that something is doing in the fruit growing line iu northern Santa Fe and
northeast) in Rio Arriba counties.

c:oin cioi
micom year's

con: crop will be in the
The heaviest of this
southwest, where it was a partial dilute last year. The
two stales of Kansas and Missouri wib this year produce
618,000,000 bushels of corn, or one fifth of the entiiv corn
crop. This is the greatest crop ever raised in the two
states, and It will be finished in a few days, Tills year's
crop compares with last year's as follows:
Missouri
Kansas

1

r,netltllin

1

,111111.111111

h it
iiis.oiio in n i; :i
Total
The Missouri Pacific, Athison and Rock island rail
roads will benefit principally from this great output of
corn, as all three have large mileage there. The Missouri Pacific wi.l benefit most, as Its mileage is large
in both states, while that of the Rock Island and Atchison is principally iu Kansas. Daily Stockholder.
.

"There is a matter of a great deal inure importance
to us in Colfax county thau new railroads, the opening of
new mines, etc. It is the matter of more irrigation facilities and the reclamation of our land. We have as productive soil as they have anywhere, and with water for It
we will Induce industries to come in utid new railroads to
reach us. Iu the matter of production we are today tho
first iu New Mexico, but there' is no reason why we
should not raise fifty times the amount of stuff we do.
If some of the wealth being placed in other enterprises
were put Into lrriga'ion tystinis. it would In- tin Lines
more benefit to us. Water is what we need, ihc ivsi we
would t'ct," says the Springer Stockman, and what mat
paper says of Colfax is true of every couu'y in lhe
-
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have on the road two full cars of Pianos, the largest
WE shipment
ever brought into New Mexico. We have

not the space to store them all, so for the next ten days we
will make prices that will move them. Below we give you
a few of the many bargains we have:

SCIETIFIC

One special leader in Solid Old English Oak,
made right and a good tone. Sale price

Slightly shop worn and rented Oxford Golden
Oak. Regular price $350, sale price

One Chickering Bros. Piano (best make in the
World case slightly damaged in shipping Santo
Domingo, Mahogany. Regular price $550, sale
price

One Mahogany Cecilian, slightly shop worn
used in our store about seven weeks. Regular
price $250, sale price

AMERICAN

Nw Mexican

o

Arthur V. Rresler of New York City, member of the
compiling department of the Scientific American, who has
been In the Capital City for several days, looking into
the agricultural and mining conditions of this section of
the territory, preparatory to writing an article for the
scientific paper upon these conditions, said to a representative of the New Mexican that he was pleased with
the result of his sojourn here. Many historical as well
as industrial facts have been made known to him, which
were not supposed to exist in New Mexico. When asked
for a statement regarding his Investigations while in
New Mexico, Mr. Bresler gave the fo. lowing:
"Although appreciative of the fact that one can gain
no conception of the resources of New Mexico from a
railway car, or even from a visit, such as mine has been,
to the Capital City, and the larger cities of the territory,
have
yet, my impression, based upon the information
gathered, Is that there Is a substantial foundation for
the optimistic views I have heard expressed on the progress made In the development of the various resources
of the territory.
"The last few years have seen great changes in New
Mexico, and It Is now a cretainty that the next few years
will bring forth marked results. Seldom has such activity, such rapid, yet substantial progress, been equaled in
any section; especially, considering the obstacles that
have been met with and overcome iu a short space of
time, In the agricultural, commercial and industrial development of the territory.
"Not only Is the territory of New Mexico known to
possess aboundant mineral resources, but some of the
most fertile "valleys In the world are to be found within
its borders. As in other sections of the southwest the
completion of the government irrigation systems will
throw under cultivation, hundreds and hundreds of thousands of acres of land, that, though barren now will, with
the application of water, produce crops that will not bo
excelled anywhere. This has been demonstrated In other
parts, where barren deserts have been made veritable
gardens within a few years.
"Though much Is to he expected of the mineral resources, which are now In a thriving condition, the greatest, hope for the future prosperity ilea in the tilling of
the soil, and the government policy In taking a hand in
the irrigation projects, cannot bo too strongly recommended. The supply of water for irrigation appears to
be abundant, and that the climatic conditions are favorable there is no doubt. The additions to the forest reserves will protect the headwaters of the rivers, upon
which so much depends, and will insure sufficient water
for all purposes as well as being beneficial In many
other ways.
"What New Mexico needs is a good, healthy immigration, and every encouragement should be offered
farmers to take up the land. Vast tracts of government
land are now open to entry, and though the Influx of
farmers has not been the hiost encouraging, the present
indications are that as the advantages of the territory
become better anil more widely known, extensive immigration and reclamation will follow.
"The distribution of literature by the Rureau of Immigration, .boards of trade and commercial clubs throughout the territory, is drawing the attention or eastern
and northern people to the territory, and will In time be
very effective, as has been proven in California and
other localities. The New Mexico exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition proved of great interest and
awakened eastern people to the fact that the territory is
in line with any of the states.
"The prospotos seem bright for the opening of an extensive region In the northern part of the territory, in
Taos. Sin Juan. Rio Arriba and Colfax counties, by the
building of railroads. This will be of advantage in put
ting that rich section on a commercial fooling with the
surrounding country, as well as furnishing an outlet for
e i nips, and greatly aiding in the development of niin-- .
ta. deposits, now practically inaccessible."

$327
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Towels for Congress.
A div i
situation confronts tin? members of the
next congress. The last congress
cut
out the appropriation providing for dean towels at the
capitol, a unite sizable item, since thousands are used
eek. Tills will hi' g ad new s for "SucUles Jerry"
Simpson, down in New Mexico. In the days of his lame
he once bitterly arraigned congress for its effete extravagance in this matter of the washing of towels. He declared with all the courage of his convictions tiiat since
he found one towel a week ample for his own private
needs, he could not sanction an expenditure that would
allow each member four to six a day. As congress will
not Hurt for some months, and as work will meantime
tie going on, In the committee rooms at the capitol, a
shocking dilemma is faced. We must have clean hands
In the government service
Springfield Republican.
No

!

Astonished the Table.
Col. Hick Pliinkett, the brawny
plainsman
and i'X I'nited States marshal, now living in this city, is
caihd upon at every assemblage for a toast, roast or epigram, in wblch he wittily abounds. At the Hotel Brcslin
recently, in
to repeated calls, Col. Kick rose and
lift tug his glass said :
hours of my life.
to the tiapph-.-Spent in 'lie arms of another man's wife
My mother, (iod n st her."
- Ne.v York World.
we.-eer-

t
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BUY A PIANO NOW

-

of all Sheet
Three for 50c

LISDES3A AfM

&

Established 1900

City Market
John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only

BUY A PIANO NOW

Boat

thm

CD

O

OR AGO IE.
DHAIJEK

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Fo J lowing
$12

Refrigerators

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves

$9
$6.75
$6
25c
at 20

O

Comer Washington Arena.
Albuquerque,
New Mexlee

"AMBULANCE"

"

"a

Horses a Specialty

S

3
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C
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THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the
and
satisfaction to !,0 had by tbe use of
Kmpress mills (tour. She knows her
b ead will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious nnd healthful,
and
he.- - cakes, pies
and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.

tTRONG BLOCK

e

don't do your
SUPERINTENDENTS
SANTA

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

Transfer Co.
MONUMENTS.

Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk T55
oeo. m. uaccus, Prop.
AUGUST

AND SEPTEMBER ARE
THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICKEN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL
POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
DISEASE.
PACKAGE CONTAINS 100 FEEDS FOR 12 FOWLS.
PRICE REFUNDED IF IT FAILS. E.
W. FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.

201-21-

M. BERGER

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.

TM

"EMPhesS.- -

West Copper Ave.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Fresh Cut Flowers.

COMING.
KNIGHT'S
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

iielini & Eakin

WHOLESALE

Large new stock just in.

MIDNIGHT

Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

LIQUOR AND CI6AF
DEALERS

P.Yi'lnaW'A

Arranta

fn

We are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, in

the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

iv
''tamr
i

Vallnwatfin

and O. K C. Whiskies, Moet & Chundon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
M. t. Bohemian and .leu.
Milwaukee Mottled lieers, and owners sof
distributors of the A lvurado Whibkey. Write for our illustrated catalopue an(
price list. Automatic Teiephonu 199
Salesroom 111 South Kirst Street
Albuqiieruue New Mw.ico.

Furniture
Bargains.

CD

Po

STABLE

FAfRVIE'rY AND

3 (0

2

o. w.

HA U LI N

Albuquerqiie

3

CD

UNDERTAKERS
If we

tO
Q.

O E. 3 to

O. DINSDALE

AVE.

O

cr

Highland Livery

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

CO

3

8

CO

THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Colo. Phone, 75
Automatic, 147.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

o

CD

-

MOVING

China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
j
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c'
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25'
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c'
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c Boarding
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
$8

CO

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat
No. 100 North Broadway.

FOR

if)

CD

CD

IN

General Merchandise
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Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

g

absent-mindedl-

Your Selection

SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS

G
both lose money. We
haul anything quickest and
best service in city. Excavating a speciality.

SOMt OTHERWISE

GOODS DELIVERED
FREE AS USUAL

LEARMARD

we

WISE

ALL

KM

.jy.:TS?rar3tayii,w

l

SOME STORIES

1BO

Small Instruments go
in this Special Sale 'B

1

'Ib-n-'-

There aie U.";5 collection boxes in the service,
l
on approximately G.onij rural
routes.

fi

O

vs-in-
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FIFTEEN OR TWENTY

WHAT SAYS REPRESENTATIVE

Bushels.

Ullshels.
2i;r,,(iiiii,tiii
252,uou,niiu

CONDITION WE MUST

DAYS
f gi.';

1'ntil its light has wanid and died.
And dawn has looked through window wide,
She keeps a watch with me.
My ladye of my Idle dreams,
I watch the love that ever beams
In her dear eyes content;
My ladye born in musing brain,
So radiantly fair.
I loathe the morn that sees her wane;
I count the hours till once again
She choose my study chair.

lticnase.

r.ior,.

THE NEXT TEN

IN

fin-ligh-

e

ouo-hal-

oj

My ladye steals from out my dreams
Reside my study fire;
The spurting light now dulls, now gleams
Some drowsy spiite that wakes, it seems,
To gram me my desire.
The echoes die upon the street,
The shadows climb the wall,
My ladye steals Into lier seat,
So high it Is. her little feet
Same reach the floor at all.
sits
My ladye in the
And gravely watches ine;
A limit her mouth In mbchief flits
A soft, sweet smile that lunch befits
A ladye fair as she.
A little curl on brow has strayed,
Bright gold on driven snow.
There never was so sweet a maid
In figured dimity arrayed.
A shimmer in the glow.
My ladye sits my fire beside.
And wondrous fair is she;

Not only ore the railroads opposing the assumption
by the government of the right to remilate freights, but
New York City is opposing? it from a business standpoint. A reeent communication from that city says:
"New York business men are preparing to fight vigorously the attempt being made by Cliicugo, Cincinnati
and St. Iionls to wrest from this city, through the Interwhich
state Commerce, Commission, the
this city lias enjoyed as the center of shipping to the
south and southeast. The proposal that the Interstate
Commerce Commission be empowered to fix rates ami
thus to so apportion the trade of the country as to nullify
natural and acquired advantages In one locality and confer favors of trade and commerce upon other localities
toy their dictum is being generally commented upon in
commercial circles. Representatives of prominent commercial bodies say that the matter will be called to the
Attention of these bodies as soon as the members can
toe Rot together, and an actice campaign will lie made In
the fall to neutralize the effort which the west has made
to become the shipping center to southern points."
Thus does the question of business profits seem to
dethrone all sense of right and wrong.
The best summary concerning the Klephant ltutle
proposes to
dam and reservoir, which the govcrnm-ti- t
construct near Kng.e, Is the following, from the Ias
Cruccs Republican: "The Kb pliant Butte reservoir dam,
feet high above bed rock; lln
as proposed, will be
feet above river bed; IS' feet thick at bed rock; llHJ feet
thick at river bed; twenty feet at crest; 4ii feet long
t river bed; 1,150 feet at crest; will back water about
f
forty miles, with an average width of one and
of water and
miles; wid impound 2,0uii,uo0 acre-fee- t
for irrlgaiiou or a
furnish annually COii.OoO acre-fee- t
sufficient amount of water to Irrigate lo.uni) acres of
land in Iis Palomas Valley in New Mexico, 30.0UO acres
In Rincon Valley, and 70,000 acres In Mesii;a Valley, in
New Mexico, and 70,000 acres in Texas and Mexico, a
total of 180,000 acres.

OWING TO OUR CROWDED

BESIDE MY STUDY FIRE
From Pall Mall Gazttle

18, 1905
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DREAMS

OF

FRIDAY, AUGUST

HAYGOOD.
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Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad-

e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

J. KQRBER &
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FRIDAY, AUGUST

H
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GREAT
DRESS GOODS 20
Brilllantine, 50 inches
navy blue, royal blue,
and green; would be
yard. Special Price,

TION
NEXT WEEK

CONTINUES ALL

Pay Day Bargains

A

n
n
H
0
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B
n

One Lot Women's Vests, tape

a

q

H
H

7C

MILL END SALE OF REMNANTS
3,000 yards Fine Dress Gingham Rem-

25C

2,000 yards

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

neck,

HERE'S A SNAP IN LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS 50 dozen Plain, White
Handkerchiefs,
ALL
Hemstitched
PURE LINEN; Sale Price, each

nants, 3 yards to 12 yards In each
piece, all worth 12'2c a yard; for this
sale, per yard

it

7lc
Fancy White

nants, worth 20c
per yard

a

7',c

25 dozen Best Quality Turkish

25C

50 dozen Misses Black, Fine Ribbed

Lace and Embroidery trimmed, full
sized; made of good muslin; on Sale,
each

Goods Rem-

yard; Sale Price,

45C

Qq

Gingham,

5,000 yards Checked Apron
good quality, at, per yard

4c

500
OUTING
FLANNELS
NEW
pieces New Outing Flannel, good quality, neat patterns, at the low price of,

One Lot Women's Vests, sold for 25c

each; Special Sale Price, each

5,000 yards Best Dress
worth 10c yard, see them;

only, per yard

t5'.,C

Qq

15c

Ginghams,
Sale Price

One Lot Women's Vests, at, each

3c

Fine White Goods Remyards In piece, worth
nants,
to
up to 15c a yard; Sale Price, yard

5,000 yards

Flannels,
pink and
red, very fine quality, at, per yard

100 pieces Best Plain Outing
In white, cream, baby blue,

3

6',c

9c

EPWORTH

fix,

THE

DUTCH

STOCK

TREAT

-

-

MONEY

METAL

Albeit Fdbcf

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying

0

J.

CONVENTION

h

THAT. YOU GET

THE

EXACT EQUIVALENT

e

For what you give. If you will get our estimate on your electrical
secure a double
to
work, we will give you ample opportunity
DUTCH TREAT.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS FOR EVERY PURPOSE CARRIED IN
STOCK.
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins.
Fixtures and House Wiring a specialty.
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE

R. 1. Cora
Rep. I. & S. Com
Rep. L & S. pfd

Estimates Cheerfully Given.
n...n

i

dUUinwesitiiu

n..t:
titan lb

o

South
Pa
uu., 216
Second St.

rtinfiirniiiAii

u. uuiauuuuui

P
St. Paul
Southern Ry

T. C. & 1
Tex. Pac
U. P. Com.
U. S. S. Com
U. S. S. pfd
Wis. Cent. Com
Wis. Cent, pfd
O. & W

VIOLilXIST
FILL

APPEAR

AT

wwmamenm

iin

last evening John Doa, a
stranger in the city, was arrested and
placed in the city jail, on the charge
of being di uuk. He was so drunk when
arrested that he was practically dead
to the world and as soon ai 'he wt?
lodged in Jail he laid down on the floor
and went to sleep.
A short time afterwards an officer
arrested a man by the name of Norman Quick, who was "crazy drunk"
aud raising a dlstu.hance In the red
light district. Quick was also placed
in jail. Sometime during the night he
committed a vicious assault upon Jqn
Doe by kicking him in the face as he
lay upon the floor, too drunk to
d
himself.
When discovered, the victim was
In a bad shape, his face being a mass
of cuts and bruises and one eye was
swollen shut. A physician was called
and the injuries 01 Doe were attended
to. Although serious it is not thought
that they will be permanent.
This morning Quick was given a
hearing before Polite Judge Crawford
and when asked why he assaulted
Doe, he gave as an excuse that he was
"crazy drunk" and did not know what
ho was doing. The explanation was
far from being satisfactory to the
court and he was sentenced to serve
sixty days in ihe county jail for his
virions attack.

104

30 14
58 Vi
55
128

Is

the

bill

at the
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CASINO!

With every Gas Range, two tickets to the
Casino. Best seats in the house, free pass on
cars both way. Those who cook with gas are
there on time. Show Room Fourth and Gold
Avenue. See the Gas Man.

F'ree Ga;
freeonGa;
the gas mains and purchase a

If you live

Gas Stove, we set up your stove and connect
you with the gas Gntt RAne-e- at Cost
mains free of anv
charge Ladies' see the Old Man then the
Gas Man. Fourth and Gold Avenue.

PEACHES Per box.
Large, juicy; fine for perserv- -

FANCY

POUND SALE.
Cream colored pony, branded with
K on left shoulder, three white feet,
white fare, three years old. Will be
sold at 10 o'clock. Saturday morning.
THOMAS M'MIM.I.V.

ig

Marshal.

TOO LATE
JEMEZ HOT
--

,41

JLJI

L-ji-

lL

i

TO CLASSIFY

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Tarries the United States mail; only
line with a change of Hock enroute:
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Aihlquerque every Tuesday and Sat- urday at 5 a. ni. For particulars, ad- dress W. I.. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, pro- prietor, Perea, New Mexico.

j

VEGETABLES
j

jj

H

PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
Gold Crowns, (6.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 50c. All guaranteed.
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jj
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THE BIBLE WAGON
Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO,, Albuquerque, N, M.

B.

F. COPP, D.
Boom

I,

. T. Armijo

D.
kldf.

$.

CM)

j

,j

REDUCED

SI

PLUMS Native; blue and red;
per pond
fj
CALIFORNIA
PLUMS
Per
basket; large; fine for table or
preserves
GO
NATIVE CRAPES
Fine and
sweet, 3 lbs for
2."
APRICOTS
The crop will
soon be gone. If you want to
preserve any, order today. 4
JSl-JJbasket crate
Good
APPLES
or
eating
cooking varieties; 6 lbs 27)
And all other fruits now on the
market at correspondingly low
prices.
CANTELOUPES Rocky Ford
6 for 2r
varieties

The Golden Rule will (dose Satur-- ,
day from 12:30 to 3 o'clock to get
ready for Satu: day's big ru.sh.

ji

service.

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wtsn; Lowest rates.

than

Best makes

B

friends and trade.
Your grocer's; moneyback

cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxixxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS
COMPANY BIG TEMPTATION

M

SALE1

The Golden Kule Dry Goods Company is stiil drawing large crowds
at their Great Temptation Sale, which
opened last week ami will go on
until Tuesday of next week. On Monday and Tuesday they will offer some
great bargains In Silks which are
on display in their show windows, at
4!ic per yard. These will bo the last
two days of the great sale and many
bargains can be found In odds and
ends.

We give on

our

durable it is.

laundry

work?

Try it and

see how

Notice how long jt keeps its

snow and

We turn out linen, white as

'

finish.
'

free from all

specks or wrinkles.

Imperial
Co.
Laundry
"RED WAGONS"

de-len-

o

e

I

Schilling's

L. Bell Co.

The Colorado Telephone Company.

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
18c
Postum Cereal, per iickage
25c
7 cans of sardines
25c
19 puunds of potatoes
2 lbs. Newton eriamery butter... 45c
10c
loc box toilet soap
The schools will soon open and It
will save you money to remember
that we tarry nearly tveiything that
will be needed for opening day.
6c
Cora btarch
(ic
Laundry starch
1 iKiitle of catsup, one bottle of
chow chow and one bottle of
25c
sour pickles
1 gallon of syrup
3"c
California tomatoes per can .... 9c
We curry a full sioil of fruit
supplies.
FRUITS
AND
VEGETABLES,
THE MAZE,
FRESH EVEMY DAY. A T MAUOY'b.
VM. KIKKK, Pioprlelor.
The university will be open for registration. Monday. August 12th. StuWHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
GRAPE JUICE, THE BEST OF ALL
dents wishing to make arrangements
UP
DRINKS; BUILDS
SUMMER
for entrance will find President Tight
THE SYSTEM. FERNDELL BRAND,
or Dean Ilodgin at the university any
NONE BETTER, OR YOUR MONEY
time this week.
FRESH
FRUITS

s sr iTnriri

FREE!

FREE!

CASINO!

nmmiM

Early

Casino, with Miss Gertrude Hutch-esoin the dual role of the twin sisters. She served prettily In a becoming loose blue gown of light material,
and did nicely until the scene where
she looks upon the wine with her
imaginary husbands, two wine bottles
each, with a napkin tied around its
neck. Miss Hutcheson doen't know
how to get tipsy.
She laughs too
much.
J. C. Taylor, as Marisquin, and F.
A. Wade, as the much daughtered
father, Hon Bolero de Alcazar, were
the real life of the performance, and
the characters of Pedro, by Leila
Thome, and Paqulta, by Miss Kittle
Nice, were well taken.
Miss Muniford appeared to better
advantage in the character of Aurora,
wife of Bolero, than anything she has
attempted since coming to the Casino.
"A Pretty Terslan" will be the offering at the Casino, beginning with
Suiiday night.

SEPTEMBER 8th

FREE!

35

36ft

AT THE CASINO

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE

JUL

NORMAN QUICK MUST SERVE SIXTY DAYS IN COUNTY JAIL FOR
KICKING JOHN DOE IN FACE.
FACE.

908

"Girofle-Girofla- "

IN CITY

VICIOUSLY ASSAULTS ANOTHER

36

Aim, Smelters

IN CONCERT

PRISONER

33
22
8S
6714
184
35

S.

DIECKMANN

BRUNO

sc-era-

A unique entertainmeut, under the
Closing quotations Received by Levy
title ot "An Did Maids Convention"
B.os., Correspondent for Log a a
will 1)0 given at Colombo hall on the
& Bryan. IJarnett Building.
evening of September 1 by the
League of the Highland MethoAmal. Copper
S5Vi
dist chinch. The play will be under
144
American Sug
tile direction of Prof. J. H. Crum of
89
Atchison Cora
lie University.
113 Va
B. & 0
The cast will embrace about twenty-fivca
It. R. T
,
C. F. & 1
4G'j ed young women, who will he selecttrained by Prof. Crum. The
Colo. Sou. second
4lBi pastand
efio. is of Mr. Crum have been
22
C. G. W. Com
well received by the people of AlbuC. & 0
56i
querque and there is no question but
48
Kile Com
84 Vi that tho coming euteitainment will be
Erie first
highly succcssiul.
125,000.
150
L. & N
The play is In the nature of a com106'4,
Mo. Pac
edy
will
lie
and
laughable
brimful
of
128
Metropolitan
effects.
24
Mexican Central
'lickeis for the attraction were placIs there anything better
N. Y. C
155
4
ed on sale at Matson's today.
Heading Com
112
trade between friends?
Penna
145V4

IS AN OLD SAYIXG, MEANING

It Is within reach of the people of
Albuquerque, and the contractors,
especially, to have serviceable pressed brick at a reasonable price. D.
Huppe, the druggist, says that it Is.
one visit under such circumstances
For some time considerable interwould be enough. But we want you
est has been manifested In a largo
as a constant caller, so we make sure
deposit of brick shale near Algodones,
to have
a small station on the Santa Fe, a
few miles north of Bernalillo, and
samples of Urlck made from It have
been on display in the city, both at
Mr. Ruppe's drug store and nt the
Bank of Commerce. Experts have pronounced tho quality of these samples
first class, and equal, If not better,
than the product shipped from Colorado and Kansas at $l!3 per thousand.
that you can find no fault with
prices you cannot criticise.
The home product Is of very good
quality and serves very well for
rough work, but the cost of importing
finishing brick has been so great
that It has Interfered materially with
305 Raftroad Avenue
building operations.
The cost of
building material must be redued to
stimulate the growth of the city, and
this Is what, the big deposit of shale
discovered at Algodones may do.
The quality of the shale as a brick
clay was first exploited by A. J.
Frank, president of the Aigodones
IS IT7 WELL, WE GUE3I WHEN
Petroleum, Coal Mining and Pipe
IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO GIVCompany, and the deposit lies on a
piece of patented land owned by that
ING GENUINE VALUE FOR EVERY
company. On the request of Mr
DOLLAR YOU 8PEND FOR PLUMBl
Albuquerque business
Frank,
ING, THERE IS NO ONE AHEAD OF
men have visited the property, among
US. IF YOU WANT TO BE IN THE
them Mr. Ruppe.
Mr. Ruppe went over the ground
ENDURING
8WIM, GET GOOD,
on Sunday, and Is enthusiastic in his
WORK AND SAVE MONEY, WE
praise of It. He found an Immense
ARE THE PEOPLE TO SEE.
bank of shale. l,6n feet long by
many feet thick, facing openly to the
west. "I believe there Is no limit to
the extent of It," was the way Mr.
122 WEST SILVER AVENUE
Ruppe put it In desriblng the vastness
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
of the deposit. Above the bank and
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red,
400 feet to the east he was told that
the Santa Fe Cenrtal had surveyed
for its Hagan coal fields road to the t;llXITTTTTTXTTXXTTXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXrrXXXXXTXXXXXX
Pincvitltas coal fields which are three
miles from the property. The Slonn
coal fields are only a mile form the
B
shale, and this close proximity to fuel I
Is a strong point in favor of the cheap
brick proposition.
After studying the situation pretty
thoroughly. Mr. Ruppe is of the beRoom 13, N. T. Armijo Building. .
lief that a brick plant there would be
a
a good paying proposition, and
movement Is now on foot to organize
Do you realize that you can get
a company of Albuquerque capital to
carry the project out. It Is estimated
MODERN Telephone Service today for
that a plant large enough to place the
what you are paying for inferior
business on a paying basis would cost

Carpets and Rugs

UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT UNDER
DIRECTION OF PROF. CRUM AT
COLOMBO HALL SEPTEMBER 1.

WOOL

IT

DEVELOP

Floor Coverings

LEAGUE TO GIVE
OLD MAIDS'

MARKETS

LOCAL CAPITAL MAY

0
0

000000000 000000000 000000000000000000000000000000 000

for a moment What would be tha use
of Inviting you to our stort If we did
not have the right

Quality.

0

2,000 yards good White Waistings, 3
to 12 yards in each piece, worth up to
35c a yard, at The Tempting Price of,
per yard
f2-,-

10

Stop and Think

Deposit of
Unquestionable

Algodones Shale

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12Kc

Lot Women's Vests, In white,
pink and blue, sold for 122c; Sale
Price
Qq
One

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

0
0

Hose, the Topsy Brand, same quality
sold elsewhere for 20c per pair; on
Sale here for, per pair

MUSLIN UNDERSKIRTS 200 Muslin Underskirts, In plain, Hemstitched,

PAGE FIVE

MEANS CHEAP BRICK

n
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
V
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Pillow

Tops, on Sale at, each

4c

27
200 pieces New Huron Percales,
inches wlds, good quality, per yard

per yard

yards
wide; Best Standard Quality, worth
25c a yard; your choice of patterns,
at, per yard J 2X.2C
50 pieces Unbleached Outing Flannel,
at, per yard
Qq
300 pieces New Outing Flannels, extra quality, all new patterns; Sale
Price, per yard

worth 122cj on Sals for

25 dozen Lawn Kimonos, all sizes, on

Sale at

50 pieces Table Oil Cloth, V,

25C

Pric- e-

2,000 yards New Scotch Lawn at, per

u

at,

One Lot Women's Vests, In extra
Special Sale
sizes, sold for 40c;

50c

yard

Cretons,

pieces New Curtain
per yard
Qq

50

pieces of Good
wide; In black,
brown, cardinal
cheap at 75c a
per yard

SALE

P TA

T E TJI

Pay Day Bargains

n
n

Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Store Closet 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

n
n
n
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Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
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n
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FANCY SWEET CORN

Fine
from
Doz nT
WAX AND GREEN BEANS
Nice and tender, fresh picked
Saturday morning; per lb Sf
SWEET
POTATOES
The
first of the season; good size;
per pound
1 Of
Egg Plant, Cucumbers , Rad- ishes, Lettuce, Water Cress,
Beets, Turnips, Etc.
Place your orders with us. We
will guarantee price and qual- -

large ears
worms

THE

and

free

JAFFA GROCERY CO,
"Good Things to Eat.'

HnsBHsasaae

w

C
IE

.

N ATI

BALDRIDGE

AND CHICAGO LUMBER

BUILDING RARER ways
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
PAINT Covers more,
In stock. Rlaster,
looks best, wears longLime, Cement, Ralnt,
est, most economical,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure.
ALBUQUERQUE. M. At.
riRST STREET AND COAL AVK.
-Al-

UIUMNUJ

g

OUR

LOOK

PINTS, 20 CENTS.
3b CENTS.
QUARTS, 65 CENTS.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
Good Things to Eat.

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; GrM
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka Whits Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. Phono, 46
Auto Phone. 416.

Hall for Rent.
Navajo Tribe No. 3, Improved Order
of lii il .Men, iiuve leased the. building
toniii
known as Knights of Pythias
hall on Col.l avenue, and will rent it
for loike
and oilier purposes.
KnqiKiv of Win. (ilio sner.
A

HOLLENBECK
B1L1CKZ

C.

MEET KNIGHTS MIdTTiCHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.

HOTEL
MITCHZLL
JNO.
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?

AND LEARN SOLI D COM FORT TH IS
HOT WEATHER.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
Good Things to Eat.

YARD

American Block coal, the best Gallop
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard cci

PINTS.

The university will be open for
Monday, August lth. Stu- dents wishing to mako arrangements
will ri
Pri'Siiltoir Tiirht
for
or l'ean llodgiu at the university any
lime nils weeh.
WE SEND
SOLICITORS TO ALL
PARTS OF THE CITY. A WORD
FROM YOU AND ONE WILL STOP
AT YOUR HOUSE. IT WILL BE A
CONVENIENCE TO YOU TO PLACE
YOUR ORDER AND RECEIVE BE- FORE NOON YOUR GOODS JUST AS
GOOD A3 IF YOU HAD SELECTED
THEM YOURSELF WITHOUT LEAVING THE HOUSE. TRY IT A MONTH

COAL

Is chock full of coal that will gladd
your heart and warm your doum
when Its cold. Fill your bins for
next winter now and avoid the mail

BACK.
HALF

Pears tor Sale.
Fine, ripe pears for sale, at Wesco's
lunch, m ar the saw mill. Can be
supplied in any quantity. Telephone!
No. V)7, four rings,

WU!! X WJKHJimOl

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Rastaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CENTRAL

summer on th
New Mexicans and Arixonl mi spending th
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladlee.and children welcome.
end
excursion
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

GOOD ENOUGH
CEASES TO"BE GOOD ENOUGH IF IT CAN POSSIBLY BE MADE
BETTER, IS THE RULE WE WORK BY, IN PREPARING MEDICINES AND PRESCRIPTIONS. FOR THE WELFARE OF THE
SICK AND FOR THE PROTECTION OF OUR BUSINESS. WE PUT
FORTH EVERY EFFORT MONEY AND SKILL CAN COMMAND,
TO FURNISH THE BEST.

B7 H. BRIGGS
PROPS. ALVARADO

BOTH PHONE

&

PHARMACY

1st STREET

CO.,
mnd GOLD AVE.

Yard wide, White Curtain 8wlsaes,
special
with dote, spots or figure
this week,

no

FRIDAY, AUGUST

HCM1ST

Th

Curtain Swisses

CITIZEN.

RVKN1NG

AL.IJU aUEKQUE

FAQS ftlX
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Silkolines
Figured Silkolines, full yard wide,
pretty colorings and designs; also
plain colors; special this week

?0c

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

EXCELLENT OFFERINGS IN LACE CURTAINS, PORTIERES AND DRAPERIES
time will soon be here again. Of course, in Albuquerque where there's always
HOUSECLEANINO in real estate it means housecleaning every day in the week. But it is the quarterly
housecleaning time to which we are referring. 'Tis the cleaning of your home from attic to cellar.
What pleasant (?7anticipations for the careful housekeeper! There is the parlor needs new curtains and
the library a change of hangings. The diningroom, too, could be greatly improved by a pair of new
curtains and the bedroom will look more cheerful with new draperies. Now, we want to help you if
you will let us. We want to take some of the worries off your shoulders want to smoothen the
wrinkles of perplexity that appear at the thought of housecleaLing on every woman's face. How will
we do it? By offering for one week

Tapestries Reduced
Those rich tapestries so appropriate for portieres
or furniture coverings 50 Inch wide come In all
the new colorings and designs at greatly re
duced prices for this week.
grade
grado
grade
grade
grade

50c
$1.00
$1.25
$1.50
$2.00

39
79

at

at
at
at

Qg

110

at

1-5-

Japanese Crepes

Draperies
Bargains in Curtains and every
portiere, every couch cover,
curtain,
Every

Beautiful Jap crepes for draperies in large variety of colorings and designs the loveliest
things Imaginable 25c to 35c values priced this
week, per yard

lace
every yard of drapery is reduced for this sale. The values are nothing short of marvelous. You
not afford to pass this up.

that will prove a delight to economical women.

Sale of Couch and

Table Covers

New Draperies
We've Just received a line of curtain materials
will find favor with particular women. All
the newest weavea and effects. First In the lot
comes a line of

Great line of couch and table covers of tapestries
In the various combinations of colorings and designs. Couch covers have the fringe all around- are full length and width beautiful effects In
Roman stripes and are priced as follows:
$4 values at
S3
$5 values at
54
.

Tapestry Tabic Covers
Have all been reduced on an average of 20 per
cent. Suffice it to say both the covers and prices
will prove satisfactory to you. Range of prices:

Is this "Snowflake."
Another new curtaining
Suitable for bed room, dining room or library.
Comes 42 Inches wide. Designs In horizontal
stripes of green and yellow. Special, per yard

Swisses

that

of white and colored curtain
Swises. These come In the various patterns, such

assortment

Full

Embroidered French

Curtain Lawns

These are 40 Inches wide embroidered with silk
finished thread in yellow, blue, red and green
flowers on cream scrim. Very beautiful. Eastern
stores sell these at 75c per yard, we ask only

Pretty yard wide curtain
with fancy colored border.
per yard

and

EVENING CITIZEN

total assessment of the Arizona mines
to about 4,0u0,000, or to about 40
per cent of the annual product value.
Published Dally and Weekly.
By the Citizen Publishing Company.
A notable fact developed today was'
that the English stockholders of the
Entered at postofflce for transmis- Arizona Copper Company pay three
sion through the malls as second times as great an Income tax on their
class matter.
Arizona dividends as the mine pays
Arizona In dividends.
UN

6mf) LA BE L

lawn white ground
Very neat. Special,

12 2C

93c to $5

RACE HORSE
STOLEN FROM PASTURE

VALUABLE

BEWARE OF SUMMER GERMS
Will Cause Sickness Unless Stomach is Strengthened
a
With
Mi-o-n-

If the stomach is weak so that food
does not readily digest in it, the food
will become a sour, slimy, fermenting mass in the digestive organs, the
ideal condition for germs to cause
bowel trouble,
diarrhoea, or other
summer illness.
The well known
will make
system so
digestive
the
whole
healthy, clean and sweet that food
cannot ferment, and any disease
germs which may enter the stomach

A

Full Set of Teeth

a

$o.oo

1-1-

$5 Pottieres 3.25
Portieres of good tapestries pretty designs
colors green, brown and wine fully worth $5
a pair at
Rich
In

Cretonnes Reduced
Fifteen pieces of pretty cretonnes In various colorings and designs marked special for one week.
Regular price is 10c this week, per yard

7k

Honiton Swiss
Striped effects. Forty Inches
wide. Suitable for bed room, dining room or li
brary. Special per yard
New for curtains.

2QO

AUTO 'PHONE 451

I

Examination Free

Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
additional chair
An
will be added to the office.
In assistance.

$1.00
and Upward

)

29

Crown

Gold

22-Kar- at

15

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

$G.OO
for

12
12'a

Figured Cretonnes
Yard wide Burlap
Drapery Sateen
Art Denim
Art Denim

De B. F0 Copp

a

-

Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair 39
Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair 98
Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair
Hamburg Net Curtains, a pair
169
Hamburg Net Curtains, a pair.... 3.43

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain
50c

will be destroyed.
Just one small tablet out of a 50
cent box of
before eating, and
you will have no headaches, back-

Some thief entered the pasture of
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
C.
Franks near Roswell last SaturBERNALILLO COUNTY dayJ. night
ache, poor appetite, distress after eatand stole two horses. One
Associated fress, Alternoon Dispatches. was the famous old race horse "Picking, heart-burn- ,
furred tongue, sleep- Circulation.
Mrieat City and County Circulation,
general
debility. It will
lessness
pocket."
or
all
over
southwest,
known
the
Mexico
Largest
New
The
tone up the digestive system and give
and the other was a gray gelding, not
fears-ea-t
Northern Arizona Circulation.
perfect health and strength.
branded, about fifteen and a half
high, wll'ii a wire cut on left
Take
and J. H. O'Rielly
hands
TERMS OF SUSCRIPTION
& Co. will guarantee
to refund the
a
hock,
light
hind
mane
thin
shoit
and
1
year
$5.00
mail,
by
Dally
in advance
money if it does not cure. The risk
50 tail, and with heavy muscles. Sheriff
Daily by mail, one month
is all theiis.
60 Wbodrulf, of Chaves county, has ofDail by car.ier, 1 month
?
Weekly by mail, one year .... IM0
,
The Evening Citizen, will lie dejiv
DEFENDING YACHT WON FIRST
ered in the cliy at the low rate of 20 conviction of the thief.
cents per week, or for 60 cents per
Soothing and Cooling.
month when paid monthly.
BRUSH WITH RIVAL
salve that heals without a scar
Rates for advertising can be had is The
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
on application.
remedy effects such speedy relief. It
draws out
inflammation, soothes,
Subscribers will confer a favor by cools
and heals all cuts, burns and
notifying us immediately on any
5pv
Jff""''
r
bruises. A sure cure for piles and
'
ol the paper.
'
skin diseases. DeWltt's is the only
All letters and temlttances should genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
counterfeits, they are dangerous.
be addressed to The Citizen Publish- of
r
ing Company. Drafts, checks and Sold by all druggists.
money
express
must
;
:-and
be made payable to the order of the CONTEST CASES MAY BE
.
company.
APPEALED TO SUPREME COURT
OUR TELEPHONES.
;
,
Bell, 15
Automatic, 183
Judge E. A. Mann of Alamogordo
'
'
has handed down an opinion in the
:;'
election contest cases of Clancey vs.
i
ARIZONA WANTS
Oallegos and Amnio vs. Baca, lnvolv
lug the offices of clerk and sheriff of
MORE TAX MONEY (iuadalupe county, in which the con- x , .
, i
,
,
testees are declared to be duly elec
'
,
v
ted to their respective offices.
The
opinion is a lengthy one and covers
Cocnor Kibbey Proposes In- a number of points, one being the
validity of the election held in pre
creasing Tax on Patented cinct 14, of Guadalupe county, November 4th, last, in that preceinct the
lulling place was moved after it had
'
Mines 1,500 Per Cent.
'.'.
,
been fixed by the county commissioners, and the opinion holds that this
was Illegal, and the election in that
HAS CAUSED A GREAT SENSATION precinct was void.
The contestants
alleged several other irregularities,
but the opiuion holds that in th ab- IROQUOIS.
of proof of fraud the votes
A special from Phoenix, Arizona, to
defendeer of the Canadian Cup. which
The Ilerreshol'f
snouiu be counted, u is quite prou- the Denver News, says:
l
the first race of the series wilh the Canadian challenger.
Court''1
The greatest sensation that has de- - veloped for years in political circles
A
M
JRICH STRIKE MADE
KIDNAPING STORIES
was the intention mau.fested by Gov- - f
1
ON RED JACK CLAIM
higher
a
secure
today
WITHOUT FOUNDATION
to
Kibbey
ernor
Fl j(1
,
'aml
assessment rate of the territory
lh
,al
A spi cial to the Santa Fo New Mex-- j
John F. Kullerton, captain of the
3.
11
111 Li
im nu7
u..hh,i.i
terms will bo held in Santa
on New .Mexico mounted police, was an lean liom Ties I'iedras says:
every member of the territorial board the 2d and Lincoln on the 2iihRosa
in
and
Wednesday, says! A valuable strike is reiiorted 'from
of equalizatin.
Kstancia on the 2tith of this month arrival in Santa Fe
This afternoon a motion was made lor the same purpose. After these the New Mexican. Captain Fullerton Hopewell, Kio Arriba county, by the
In the Ixianl raising the tax on pat- terms. Judge Mann will proceed to says the reports from the police, who Dixie Queen Mining company, leasing
sent lo Investigate the kidnap- on tile Red Jacket claim. The strike
ented mines in several of the Coun- Santa Ke, to lie present at the mid were
rumors at the Red House on the was made forty feet north of the shall
ties from 1W to 1,500 per cent.
summer term of the Supieme Court. ing
I'ppef I'ecos, are to the elieet that ami the ore runs in free gold ami lead.
Members Douau, Solomon and Bowthere was no foundation for the stories The vein is flight fet t wide and good
man, haif of the board, voted in the MISS ROOSEVELT HONORED
values show across the entire vein.
which wi re circulated.
negative. Five minutes inter Mr.
Samples of the ore are being assayed
BY ROUGH RIDERS
Douau resigned, on request of the
Nothing on the Market Equal to 'and tested at Denver and Kansas
governor. It is rumored that he will
City.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
be succteded by T. K. Woedin, of
The following dispatch from the
Diarrhoea Remedy.
l'inal county.
A Warning to Mothers.
t
of August
st. Louis
This fact Is well known to druggists
At the invent time the mines of 11th, is specially interesting to Albu everywhere,
Too much cure cuunoi be used with
ana nlnu out or ten win
the territory are on the assessment querque people, for the reason th,,, Kit
ititir cuHionu'is mis preparation
m
the 8uui!iit-months to Kuurtl ttKalnt.t
for Governor Curry is very well known u.u.. .v... i...... .. nut,...i
rolls with their improvements
oiuy u
uowei uouiiit'B. j& u rule, ll
Inner,
a prominent UruKKist of Jopiln-Mo- ., essary
year the here:
lens t hun $t,0oi).uuu.
to
give
the child a dose of can
In a circular to his customers, nays:
any
oil
disorders
to
eorrect
tor
of iti
copper mini s alone produced bul.ion
nothing
la
on
"There
the
market lu
Manila, P. I., Aug. 11. The Rough
l'o licit use any substitute, but
of patent medicine which equals bowels,
valued at $;;,0iio,imiii. Added to this Riiiers now residing here, headed by
old
oil,
give
the
fashioned
and
cnsior
Jjlar-rhoe
a
Colic,
Cholera and
t'hamterlain
was a gold and silver product approx- Cl. Alexander Brodie,
see that ll la Irenll. aa rancid oil nauItemeUy for bowel complaints, w
tendency
to
gripe,
uml
seates
has
a
imating $7,oii0,0iiii.
if
of Arizona, and now attached to the Bell and recommend this preparation." llils do, h not check the bowels, Rive
The L'niud Verde mine pays divi- military secretary's department, and For sale by all dealers.
Colic, Cholera and Iuar-rl.i- e
Chamberlains
dends of from H.oim.ouO to $7,000,000, Governor CJeorgo Curry of the Island
remedy, and then a dose of castor
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
oil, anil the disease may be cheeked In
the Arizona Copper Company of Clif- of Samar, called upon Miss Roosevelt
I have opened a general repair shop t J'- - ,i''V1"7H'"
ton of neatly $4,ihio,(ioii ami the Cop- today and discussed the days they
a"Xav.hi,i
per Queen ut Hisbeu la.-,-t year pro- served under her distinguished father. on bouth
bird street, back of Wal- procured t once and kept ready for In
$'.t,oniMnM)
drug
store,
use,
aa
cupper,
ton's
soon
solicit
the
and
the first Indicastant
of
with
trade
worth
duced
They presented her with a photograph
tion of any low,l trouble appears. This
L. II. SHOK.M AKKR- a reduction plant of half the present of i lie Manila Hlice launch, named of the city.
Is the most successful treatment known,
capacity.
and may be relied upon with Impiieu
the "Mucky O'Neii." (ju the night of
Peculiar Disappearance.
confidence, even In cases of cholera InThe miniiii? corporations have suc- August loth, Filipino ladles of the
D. Hunyan, of Iliitlervllle, Ohio, laid fantum.
Fur sale by all dealers.
J.
cessfully fought all attempts to impose city entertained
Miss Roosevelt at the peculiar disappearance of his paina bullion tax. so the governor has de- prominent native residences, where ful aymptoma of indigestion and blllious-iiesA little forethought may aave you no
It a
termined they shall be reached by brilliant receptions were held.
to lr. Kings New Life I '111m. lie erd of trouble. Any one who makesCholsays: "They
are a perfect remedy for rule to keep C'hamberlaln'a Colic.
other means. The board tomorrow
knowa
ltemedy
hand
at
era and LUarrhoe
aour stomach, headache,
will raise all mining improvements
MIDNIGHT SUN dlzzlneaa,
thin to be a fai-tFor sale by all deal- .,,,Htlori. etc". Uuarauteed; at all
100 per cent, and will briiii
23.
era.
the
l'rlce, lie.

75c
$1.50
$2.00
$2.50
$3.50

15c
15c
20c
25c
40c

as figures, dots, spots and stripes. Widths run
from 36 to 42 Inches. Regular prices are 15c and
20c per yard. Special this week at

Serins

The entire line is Included In this sale. Each and
every pair is reduced In price. Besides the regular stock there are a number of odds and ends
that must go at any price. Space forbids the
mention of every number we have In stock. Here
are a few. All others priced In proportion:

can-

Curtain Snowflakes

Curtain

Lace Curtains

for

Fillings

ROOM 12 N. T. ARMIJO BUILD1NO

--

post-offic-

e

TWENTY FIFTH NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
ALBUQUERQUE

-

S

SEPTEMBER IB, 19. 2Q, 21. 22. 23

JJfl

purses an,i

PrjZeS

&

i

"

1

WONDERFUL TROTTING OSTRICH

V'Lin

,

T

Horse Racing, Broncho Busting, Indian Dances and Sports

L

GRAND

GRAND
r

.

.

STREET

STREET

PARADE

PARADE

j

'

.i

i

(iloOe-Democra-

S

tin-wa-

t

1

.

a,

U

Hitched to a road wagon. Will go two heats every day in 2:30 or
better paced by a horse. Grand Live Stock Show. U. S Cavalry Drills.
Montesuma Ball. Fleece Exhibit. Fruit Exhibit.

BASE

a4J.LOURMENT

$1500 in Purses. Open to New Mexico, Arizona, Trinidad, Colo, and
El Paso, Texas, Teams.
FIRST ANNUAL HORSE GHOW
Expert riding and driving by Ladies' and Gentlemen on track in front
of Grand Stand.
nEDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary
W. H. GREER, President

.

1

J
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IF! LP A DG
Thousands of Women CLASS
Note
All classified advertisements

THE ORIGINAL OF

RIFLE THAT KILLED

J.

DENVER

or rather "liners" one cent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advertisements, 15
Sdooesi oflydta E. Plnkham's VegeUbli cents per Issue, In order to Insure
Compound Retli Upon the tact mat it proper
classification
all "liners"
should be left at this office not later
Really Does Make Sick Women Well
than 12 o'clock noon.
Thousands upon thousa.nds of Ameri
SECURE A GOOD POSITION
can women have been restored to
nt tolar. OpporttmltlM pnylnf f'no"
health by Lydla E. Pink h am s Vegeta- by(,ooowritins
a year now open fnr capable Salesmen. Execuble Compound. Their letters are on file ttive, Clerical
and Technical men. Una of tna ia,noo
In Mrs. Link ham's office, and prove this tmployera whom
s
aerva wants men ot
ability aaleamtn, manaireni ot aaleamen and
statement to be a fact and not a mere oinra auimanta
io n J
who unHeraund aaleamanahip
boast.
perntanent aaUriH poaitinna. tacellenl opportunity li
autingpoaition desired,
Overshadowing Indeed la the succeRs advancement. Write oa
of this great medicine, and compared HAPCOODS (Ino.), Brain Broker
91 7 Chemical Building, St. Utile
with It all other medicines and treatUna from
Shortest and quickest
ment for women are experiments.
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and ColoWANTED.
Why has Lydla E. IMnkham s Vegetable Compound accomplished its wide- WANTED Three painters, highest
rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
spread results for good ?
wages. C. A. Hudson.
Connection
at Denver and Pusblo with
thrived
and
Why has it lived and
WANTEIV-C.oo- fl,
bright solicitor. Apall lines ssst and west. Tims aa quick
done its glorious work for a quarter of
ply to ft. C. Everltt, Sturges' Euroa century ?
and rates as low as by other Unas.
pean Hotel.
Simply and surely because of its sterSolicitor and canvasser.
ling worth. The reason no other med- WANTED
PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
Salary and Commission. Apply C
icine has even approached Its success
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
D, care of Citizen office.
Is plainly and positively because there WANTED
Driver for wagon. E. W.
CARS.
Is no other medicine la the world so
Fee, 20 South Second street.
good for women's Ills.
man
WANTED
Room
board
for
and
On all through trains. No tiresome
The wonderful power of Lydla E.
and wife; must be a well ventilated
Pinkhnm's Vegetable Compound over
delays at any atatlon.
sunny
P.
J.,
room.
AddreRs
and
J.
the diseases of womankind is not belooffice.price
Citizen
and
State
cause it is a stimulan t not because it is
For Illustrated advertising
matter
cation.
a palliative, but simply because It is WANTED
carpenters,
Two first-clas- s
or Information, address or apply to
the most wonderful tonic and
$3.75 for eight hours. Union men
ever discovered to act directly
preferied. John W. McQuade.
upon the uterine system, positively
A.. Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. &
CVRINO disease and displacements and WANTED A girl for general housework. 315 South Third street
restoring health and vigor.
A' S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
Marvelous cures are reported from WANTED Gentlemen's second-banclothing. No. 615 South First street,
all parts of the country by women who
have been cured, trained nurses who
south of viaduct. Send address and
have witnessed cures, and physicians
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
recognized
in
he
virtue
have
who
Lydia E. Tinkhani's Vegetable ComMALE HELP WANTED,
pound, and are fair enough to give
Learn telegraphy and railroad ao 6
physicians
is
due.
where
If
it
credit
EL PASO and
$50 to $100 a month salary
dared to be frank and open, hundreds counting; our
graduates
under bond.
SOUTHWESTERN
of them would acknowledge that they assured
elx schools the largest In Amerconstantly prescribe Lydia E. Pink-ham'- s Our
by all railroads.
SYSTEM
Vegetable Compound in severe ica and endorsed
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
cases of female ills, as they know by Telegraphy,
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
Buffalo,
experience that it win enect a cure.
TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
Women who are troubled with painful N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga,; La Crosse, Wis.;
Texas, and San Francisco,
SPRINGS
AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHIOAGO ST.
or irregular menstruation, backache, Texarkana,
bloating (or flatulence), lencorrhteB. Cal.
LOUIS.
MEMPHIS,
KANSAS CITY, ANl ALL
falling, inflammation or nlceration of
FOR RENT.
the uterus, ovarian troubles, thai
POINTS
AND EAST . .
NORTH
"bearing-down- "
feeling, dizziness, FO RTt EN T Fon r, fiveslx "antTtcn
VIA
room houses. W. II. Mc.Million, real
faintness. indigestion, nervous
or the tilues, should take imestate ilealer, 211 West Gold avenue.,
off
serious
the
mediate action to ward
FOIl RENT Two large rooms for
consequences and be restored to health
light housekeeping,
with electric
s
E.
Lydia
taking
by
strength
and
light. Also two cheaper rooms for
Vegetable Compound. Anyway,
light housekeeping, $5 each. Mrs.'
write to Mrs. 1'inkham, Lynn, Mass..
H. E. Rutherford, same block with
for advice. It's free and always helpiuL
Congregational church.
FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street,
PLAGUE OF THE NIGHT.
and Railroad avenue.
RENT A suite of, three rooms,
Keeps Thousands of People in Albu-- FOR
very deslrenble for party of young!
querque Awake.
men. 713 West Copper.
Keeps you avaue; can't sleep a FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
Fastest Schedules
Finest- Equipment
wink.
in city, single or ensuite, with table
hoard. 713 West Copper.
Hreeds misery by day, profanity hy
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished,
night.
cottage
flats, one with piano. Ap- Know what It is? Itching skin.
Dining Cars all the "Way
Short Line East
ply 524 John street, east end of vla- Itch, itch, itch. Nearly drives you
K.
duct.
NoitIs.
Mrs.
E.
crazy.
For further information call or address
FOR RENT Rooms for light house( p$Q an(j
Itching away in any position, any
keeping. Apply at Gold Avenue hotime.
tel.
V. R. STILES, G.P. A..E.P. SOUTHWESTERN
Doan's Ointment cures Piles, EczeFOR 8ALE.
& S. System, El Paso, Tex
ma, and all itching skin diseases.
SYSTEM
FO RESALE
Fine, youngJersey cow,
Head' what a local citizen says.
at 51 Atlantic avenue.
A. M. Whitcomb, nursery, corner
SALE Two fine residence lots,
Eighth and Tljeras streets, says: "In FOR
close in. Address, P. O. Bo 11,
my estimation there Is no oltment for
city.
the purposes that It is used that can FOR SALE A good show case, at
equal Doan's. There was a spot below
Roberts' Restaurant.
my knee which annoyed me for ten FOR SALE Saddle pony.
Inquire
115 South Sixth street.
years. Unlike eczema, it did not spread
out, but at times it itched so exasper-atlngl- FOR SALE Two Bnaps In real estate.
Lot 3, in Block 2!), of Hunlng's
particularly after I went to
Highland addition, $400.00. Lots 7,
and
bed or sat by the stove, tnat I scratch8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
ed It until It smarted before relief
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall'a
came. I tried every salve and ointment
addition. This Is one of the finest
I came across; when one did not help
building sites In that part of the 1
I bought another and slapped It on.
city, and If sold quick can be had
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.
Reading about Doan's Ointment InWill not lump up.
duced me to go to the Alvarado PharLOST.
macy and pay four oita for a box. In
Iron Beds, Stoves and Ranges, Art Squares, etc. Everything
a few days the itchiness ceased and LOST Package from Economist containing
hosiery
Return
collars.
and
the life of the part affected was killed,
AGENT CHARTER OAK STEEL RANGES
Needed About the House.
to Citizen office.
for up to date, and It Is now over six
months since I stopped the use of the
DORR ADAIL E & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE
salve, there has not been a symptom
HMBflHssttKBHsSLssssBsSsV RHKafWVM
of Its appearance."
Wonder why people worry this hot
For sale by all dealers. Price BO weather, when they uliould placs
Co., Buffalo, N. their troubles with us. We secure pocents. Foster-MUbursitions as well as find positions,
Y., sole agents for the United States.
WANTED.
Remember the name Doan's
and
We are still doing business at the
45
take no other.
same number. We want your busl
Turkish Nongate Is fine after a ness and guarantee to give satlsfac
tion. Give us a trial.
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs.
WE WANT AT ONCE
confectionery store and Ice
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cream parlor.
(INCORPORATED)
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men to take charge of
l Kl X5j
Hir
'"r leiin.iiiral houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
'.jtVi
teamsters, logmen, swampers, laborHy y la
dava.I 11t liarr- lliniltmimllolls,
iitrw..t VJ rr it 'ii ir el 'Utoui ers, etc.
E
Ci: .... i.r.il i;., I itH.r.n.
FIFTEEN
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to Cali!
jr IruiwUls,
V,lflHCIK!iMI.
fornia.
..
).l in wipp-- r.
t.H.t. '$,' rr
..
! v
:eranl. ftt
TWENTY
i"ii!TV
s3T,v5--'.'!'' r l....i!...t...5V
Mexicans railroad work
ship east.

"THE VIRGINIAN"

JOHN WILKES BOOTH
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ARE MADE WELL AND STRONG

&

II. Mix of Santa Rosa, N.M.,

Character of Wistcr's
Creation

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

butincaa-rrliin-

THE KANSAS CITY STAR'S

'"

V

Howling Grt'i-n- , O., Aug. 18. The
gun tliut avfiipcil th death of President Lincoln, a gun which collectors
would jslve a sinull fortune for, la
a peaceful old nge among Its
admirers of this country.
This gun. which is the rifl with
Which Huston Corbet t shot WTLkes
Booth after the assassination of President Lincoln by Hooth, is still a
arm, and bears few marks
to lni'.icute the strenuous life it has
led.
The weapon wp one of the Henry
rifles
m I'aion sharpsliooters
during the war. It was carried l.y
Hostoti Corbet t, a cavalryman in Col.
E. G. Conger's command, and was
used by Corbett against Hooth when
the latter was hilling in a barn, to
which pursuit by federal soldiers had
driven him.
Corbett acted against orders when
he fired the shot that wounded Booth,
and for this breach of discipline he
was
and the weapon
taken from Mm.
Col. Conger carried the gun for a

la --

ait

long time In hunting trips.
Vm.
Strong, a" captain of lufautry, who
was a warm personal friend of Conger, often accompanied the colonel on
these hunting trips, and once carried
the colonel twenty miles to a settlement In the Wisconsin woods after a
deer had attacked and wunded the
hunter.
After Conger's death, Mrs. Conger
gave the weapon to Mr. Strong, who
had beru so intimate with the colo- nel. Mr. Strong, In turn, gave it to
his sister. Mrs. (lr.) O. D. Spencer,
of Weston. ()., and It remains In her
possession, a much treasured souvenir which price could not buy.
The old leather case which covered
it is still In existence, though quite
badly worn out. The rifle shoots a
peculiar kind of ammunition not
sold any more, and for years
has not awakened the echoes with Its
sinister "crack" that In times past
sounded the death knell of many a
brave confederate.
The government has made repeated
offers of money for the relic.
com-moiii- y

court-martiale-

FLEAS ACT AS ALLIES
FOR A BOLD FORGER
GEO.

EMMET

FEARLESSLY ENTERS OFFICE FROM WHICH
HAD FLED AND WROTE SOME CHECKS.

ALL

STORY

"Scenic Line of the World"

The Kansas City Star prints the fol
lowing story on J. II. Hix, of Santa
Kosa, which will be of much interest
to his friends throughout the territory:
The original of Owen Wlsters "The
Virginian" has been found. Miss Her
nice La Mar, Bienographer at the Illos- soni house, discovered the man from
wliom the novelist fashioned his fam
ous cowboy character, an,d he was in
Kansas City several days ago. He is
J. H. Hix, of Santa Rosa, N. M., now
a wealthy cattleman. In the days when
he knew Owen Wlster he was a plain
"puncher" on a Wyoming ranch, where
the author was the guest of the "boss
and Where he not only saw ranch life
for the first time but where he gath
ered most of his local color for all of
his western stories.
Mr. Hix said his first impression of
the novelist was the same as he would
have had for any real "tenderfoor." It
was some time before the wys at the
ranch took a fancy to him, he said,
and Included him in their pastimes.
Miss La. Mars knowledge of catte-meof all types is quite extensive.
due to her position in an office with
a Kansas City commission firm main
tained in Woodward, Oklahoma, some
years ago and where she met and
knew many of them well, so when
Mr. Hix, bearing all th earmarks In
manner, dress and speech of his call
ing, sat down to dictate to her a let
ter she quickly recognized tlie type.
"He started his letter this way,"
said Miss la Mar: "'Dear Scotty:
Well, they certainly
have had me
"tannin' hobbles" since I've been up
nere.
" 'Tannin' hobbles' was too much for
mr, ' she saitl In narrating the Inci
dent. "I just had to laugh. It was so
familiar to me, though 1 do not sup
pose you know what it means. It Is
veiy expressive.
O! How a cowboy
who is used to the wide world of a
range must feel when he gets into a
city. He asked me why I smiled and
I told him.
The following few days I
did a great deal of work for him, and
asked him when we were discussing
the life of the cattleman past and
present If he had read 'The Virginian
He smiled and said that he had; that
he knew the author and told me the
story of his acquaintance with him.
I knew Mr. Hix was a southerner the
first half dozen words he addressed to
me, his diawi and disregard for the 'r'
being pronounced. With his admission
that he was a native of Virginia came
the rest of the story that establishes
him as the or irlnnl nf Mr Wtutnr'a
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ANNUAL SNAKE DANCE

IF
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 18 In Wisconsin fleas have become accessories
to forgery. That is the condition
found at North Milwaukee.
Geo. Emmet, alias Jack O'Mally,
stands acciisej of having committed
forgery with the aid of fleas. He
is a fugitive from justice.
O'Mally has had a checkered career, judging from his story.
He
turned up at North Milwaukee, where
he wrote poetry ami .showed himself
generally fruitful of Interesting storHe secured a position with
ies.
Luther Pros., nianufacturi rs of grinding machines. His quick wits made
him popular with the company. Soon
he was writing their advertisements
and became a trusted emp.oye.
Monday at 10 a. m., ho passed the
office door. The next moment the em- ployes were driven from their deslis
by an army of leas which descended
upon them.' Where they came from
was a mystery. They routed the of- fice force and then made an attack
on the plant. It had to bo shut down.
The malingers of the plant telephoned to Milwaukee in attempts to
ge some exterminator which would
war with the fleas.
They were not successful. George
GIRL

FROM

ALBUQUERQUE

ATTEMPTS

SUICIDE AT GALLUP

The Ie!in ey County Republican
gives ttie 1'.. Mowing account of an attempted suicide ill Gaiiup, of a girl
from A'.lmqie 1411.-"Mi.--s
lVsie Marches!, who lately
came henlium Albuquerque, evidently grew tired of .id;. Saturday,
and attempted to commit suicide by
bWhllowing
a quantity
of carbolic
acid. It is said that she had been
drinking considerably and entered the
Arcade F ilmiii. Iie purchased a gla.--.-of liter, an told the proprietor tha.
d. it. My poison. Medical
she had
'
ev
aid w
n.iuoie'd a::.!
(
!
it
her stomach
acid v.i- a
bi for" it
t.i act in its work.
Htr inoi;;h and lace were had.y burned from the xperience but oilier than
110
ill efrience
this she has
fects.
i

!

11

i

c..

Remedy That
Colic and Diarrhoea
Is Proir.pt and Pleasant.
r suits i.roduivil iy
The
't:: i'IioUth and IMarrlim
ih.-wtih It a
Iteincilv.
f'T " a place In many
tiiHte. h.ite
hniisi h"Ms. Mr. W. T. Tiiyler, n merAla., writes: "I have
chant ef Win.-lnnn-A

'hnm-t.i-ilui- u

iei. il '

in,
M

11

il

'h:iniU rhiiii

luini!y

"olio,

a

myH-i-

I'r

'hotel a
nnd also w!M
C

i

nn-- t
ilt:t
ni my pi ice,
plvfs p'lu-- pntni'tt'
in,. I it iH'. .!..
"
liy
1.1
ly
af-al
Kur
all
in.

Hello, Ci nt:
cellar to pint.
Thornton, li, ,.t
oompetent help,
Has both "phuues.
Third street.

1

:;n

In

d:r

from

you
want
'!e.tuer." With
l'.iej reasonable.
tullce, 80a North
'

W. II,

':

THE MOQIT

ANTED

New-mati-

no-ni-

'
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FLOUR.

EASY

WITH

TO

MAKE GOOD
CLUB
HOUSI

KELLY

WHOLESALE

i

& CO.

H.;;rfwiyTvri

pr

Tha SOuliiwestirn

Cut Em Up

For Inside Inforrrtafion

Phone

195

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS

Employment!

AGENCY
Red Upstairs.

ALBUQUERQUE

I

South Second street.'
I I
RAILROAD TICKETS.
jt
Cut Rates.
For reiuoe.l rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen's Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
it
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.

.

GROCERS

i

AND LAS VEGAS

M

:
S

110

TV
k

Vrv 4
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t
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Money to
is,!

(Hi

i

i

I

v-

A'

;.... vis,J

Ht--

I'.al-vili-

fore borrowing.

Himi Col ar Oualitv
Means Four Ply

ti:-J-

The hi'hfst
always four
of serviceable weight au.l
strength.
Few twofiir-a-quarte- r
collars
have four ply folds tut up old
ones and find out which have.
Corliss-CooCollair, arc 2
2.5o, but four ply always and in a!l
styles.'
(Juarter sizes.
il

fr

COMING.
KNIGHT'S
SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.

Mark your collars every time they
po to the l.auiii'rv. Kim! out how
Collars
much longer C'orliss-Coowear tlu'n otl: rs.
Get Them At
a

THE GLOBE

.

j

.

STORE

Vest Railroad Ave.
Men't Furnishing of the BITTER Soil

n

ILL

T7s

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of
HIGH
'

The
1621-163-

Hcndrie
9

PRESSt'SE BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotations.

be-

parts of the world,
llooms 3 and 4, Grant Bids.
213 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.

&

BoJIhoff

SeventeentiT Street,

Mfg. and Supply Co.
DENVER.

COLORADO

MIDNIGHT

KILL the COUGH
nd

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

1

J

Call and see us

TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
t Steamship
tickets to and from all

KraAe of collars firu
ly.
It is tli Ktand-ar-

1

Loan

on Fiirnl'.urp, Pianos. Organs, Horsea,
Wilsons nnd other Chattels; also on
SAI.AH1KS AND WAHKMUUSI3 1113-- I
Kll'Trf,
low as $10.00 and as hli;h
as $juo.oo. Loans a.e quickly made
private.
Ono
and strictly
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain lu your jK)ssf ssion. Our rates

are reasonable.

-

re(f-ida-

IT IS
BREAD

ft

..-

:

Crockery i

GROSS

Ht--

!

Furniture

n

NEW TIME CARD

!

LIMIT

DAILY SERVICE

''

1

INDIANS

The Moqul Indians will give their
Einmet entered the office and his annual snake dance and ceremonies
employers praised him for his brav- lasting three days, beginning August
ery. They decided to raise his sa.ary. 2uth, on the reservation in Arizona.
Emmet .stayed in the office a long The festivities held each year by the
while for the ostensible purpose of Moqui Indians are very weird and
Live rattlesnakes nrn napil
exterminating the fleas.
That afternoon he left town. About and for mouths before the ceremonies
the same time the fleas disappeared. they gather them together and keep
them penned up until the ceremonies,
The next morning Samuel
rdlanvprl
manager of the company, re- after which thev nr
it will be necessary for
ceived telephone calls regarding sev- This year
eral orders of goods. Come to find peppie w no tiesire to witness the
out, Emmet had made the rounds the dance and ceremonies to nroenre Her
mits from the superintendent of the
day before, ordered all kinds of goods agency
at Keam's Canyon. Hundreds
and cashed $'100 worth of checks
drawn on the Wisconsin National of visitors from the east are attend
Hank. The surplus of a large stock ant at these dances each year.
of small grinding machines also was
A Touching Story
found In his room.
Is the saving from death of the hnby girl
Then they woke up. 'While Einmet of Geo. A. Kyler, Cumberland, Md. He
"At the uKe of 11 months our
has been In the office, presumably writes:
little Klrl was in ueclinlng health, v
to ki.l fleas, he had been writing
serious throat trouble, and two physichecks. Everyone agreed that unless cians gave her up. We were almost In
when we resolved to try Dr.
he hail some secret understanding despair,
KinB a New Discovery
Consumption,
with the fleas he could not have lived Concha and Colds. The for
first bottle gave
in the building. Whether it is true relief; after taking four bottles she was
and is now in perfect health.
or not, the people of North Milwaukee cured
Never falls to relieve
cure a cntiKb
believe firmly that George Einmet, or cold. At all dealers; and
6ic and tl. Guaranteed.
O'Mally,
bottle
Trial
alias Jack
free.
and alias several
other things, had trained the fleas
"EVENTS
COMING
and that when he left town his army
of winged coadjuaors had left with
him.
August 31 "York State Folk"
September 5 School begins, the
day after Labor day.
September 8 The Bruno Dieckman
OFFICER KILLED NEPHEW
concert.
AT A MEXICAN BAILE
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftTerritorial Fair.
At a dance near Aralu la. in Lincoln
Sick hcuincho results from a
of the st.irnaeh on.l Is
co'in'y, last Saturday niiiht. Antonio luickly ciwdition
cured l.y ( 'hiiinl.i rl.iln s Stomach
Cordova, a constable, killed Ralvino and I.lvtr
Tables.
sale by ail
Cor. lot a. his nephew. From meager drufe'glstB.
accounts of the sad affair, it appears
that while the dance was In progress
a row was started among members of
the Cordova family , and Francisco
Eaatbouncfc
('irdtivu. ff'w r of Antonio, the slay- ;
No. 2, Atantlo Kxpreas, arrive T:M
.11 !,;:!!
:, .! 'id
r of the slain,
nted to rin-iihe disturbance, a. m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrive
v.!:.-.c. ..' - :e:
bim in
t 11:69 Tuesdays
and Fridays; depart
vlcloif. in :..
ttilonio
12:09 a. to, Wednesdays, and gator'i.iiic. to arre.--i tht belli ii ant,
who litined utuiu t'"- officer days.
No, s', Chicago and Kansas City
l.lo..- u:i.i:i the
and dealt him a
p. m.; departb Vita
hea l with a rock. Antonio
drew preas,
a pistol and fired, with fat 1. res il's. p. m
Antoti'o went to Lincoln, and surrendWestbound.
ered to the sheriff, who placed him
in jail, pending a pr liminai y exaniin-a- t
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrlraa
ion.
7:30 p. m.; departs 1:16 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
Take Kodol After Eating.
10:40 a. m., Mondays and Thursdays;
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol departs 10: SO a. m. Mondays and
Pvspcpsla Cure will prevent an attacl: Thursdays.
of Indigestion. Kodol Is a thorouirh
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mall arili restant and n, guaranteed cure for rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:1 a. tn.
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
8outhbound.
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
27
No.
departs
11:30 p. el, connects
by a urugglsts.
with eastern trains
No. 22 arrives from sooth T:lt a. m.
They Appeal to Our Sympathies.
hllllutis and dyapepilc and const ant connecting with No. 1, saatboaad,
eiftVrers and apieal to our rvmp tlhlis.
here In not one of thftn, however, who
All trains dally except No.
aad 4.
may nut be brought hack to health and
No. 1 carries through chair, etand-ar- d
hupplm-Hhy the use of ChRinbenaln'tt
and
sleeping
tourlat
ears to Los
Stomach and I.lver Tablt-taThese tablet Invigorate the Btomach and liver m"0 Angeles.
strenifthrn the dlgeeilon. They also
7 carries throogfc shalr. stand
No.
the bowela. For sale by all drug- ard and
tourist aleeplng cars for Baa
gists.
'
rYancUeo.
Citizen ads bring results.
H. S. LTJTZ. Agent.

RETURN

-
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-

LIBERAL

v

Bent Her Double.
"I knew; no one for four weeks, when
kidw'in typhoid fever
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie and
Hunter,
of Plttftbunr. Pa., "and when 1 got bet- , t7 u.ni W '"J
- .
tors' 1 could get, I was bent double,
and
bad to rest my hands on my knees
wtoneu. rrom cms terriDie ar-""""
lotion I was rescued by EloctHo blt- I I'M Whlfttl
Pttglnwul
I.W
w...
111
1
strength, "and now I J tan(ltdwalk SHU
as
aimiKUL txa ever. i ney re simply won- to
stomacn,
ture
ifunntnieeu
liver and kidney disorders: at all druggists. Price 60c

MrL

iml

"

El Ffaso Northeastern

I'ink-hatn'-

character.

Mk

....

pros-tratioi- n

Or. King's

fsoiv Discovery
FORfJ GUGHS
OLDS

Price
and

60c 4 $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest auii Uuickeat Curo for all
THROAT and LUNO TEOUB-Li-

S,

orMONEl BACK.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
Eoth Phones.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

li and

Marquette

Q

PAGE

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonlRht and Saturday; partly
cloudy, with local thundershowers In
cast portion.
ARRIVAL

Bargains in Shoes for

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Men, Women and Children
To entirely close out the balance of our Summer Footwear we have
gain cut the price. Every pair of shoes Included In this tale I takWe
en from our regular stock and guaranteed to give satisfaction.
have not all sizes in every style, but are sure that out of the whole
lot we can suit and fit you.

Men s Oxfords

.

Men's Oxfords

.

.

.

.

Women's Oxfords

.

Women's Oxfords
Women's Shoes 1.75

3.00 cut to

2.25

2.50 cut to

1.95

3.00 cut to

2.40

cut to
. 2.50 cut to 1.95
.
3.00 cut to 2.45
.
to 3.50 cut to 1.35 to 2.75
.

Women's Oxfords

i

.

.

Men's Shoes
Men's Shoes

$2.50 cut to $1.85

.

1.45

1.85

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
eren the breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable in
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their ordersg
can depend on ua absolutely for
the best In quality, the
beat in flavor and the best In
furn-lnshln-

F F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 South. Second

St.

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
j
i

u

Th Clarkville coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country.
dm a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried It, that it's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom Impurities, Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.
free-burnin- g

John S. Beaven
Both phones.

1,

the New Mexio

SUFFERINGWOMEN

nicely, preaching this evening at 8
will be no service on
o'clock. Tln-rSaturday, but on Sunday there will be
services both morning and eveniug.
"Johnny" Hitchcock, the Santa Fe's
youngest sup. Intemlent, arrived from
San Marclal this morning, after a visit
with his parents, and left for the west.
He expects to return within a few
days to attend the marriage of his
sister to James Hayes, bridge foreman
on the Itlo (iratule division, which will
take place lit JHan Marclal during the
next week.
The excursion to Santa Fe has been
postponed a week, the territorial fair
association and the Mcintosh Browns
giving way to an excursion which had
been planned to he run from the Ancient city to l.tis Vegas. The Brown
will probaMy piny at Santa Fe on
Sunday, August 27. and a big excursion will accompany them on the
trip.
Miss I.eota Webster anticipates
leaving tomorrow morning for Baton,
where on August 23 she will become
the bride of Charles W. White, formerly of tli ia city. The marriage will
bo performed at the home of Dr. William S. Corn"", who is Miss Webster's
cousin. Constable James Smith of this
city is an uncle of the bride to be,
with whom she has been making her
home since last October.

ments as women and girls are subject
to.

e

OF TRAINS.

from the past, 7:30 p. ni.

7, from the cast, 12 ni.
4. from the west, 11:69 p. m.
8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
2, from the west, 7:55 a. m.

George I.. Dolton has returned from
a two weeks' visit to the Faywood hot
springs.
Copies of llie Weekly Citizen containing delinquent tax list may be secured at this office.
the contractor,
O. E. GiiHtafson,
went to Grants last night to look after some contracts he bas at that
point.
Simon Hibo, of the Dibo Mercantile
company at Grants, was in the city between trains last night on his way to
California.
Dr. II. F. Copp, the dentist, left this
morn ins for Trout Springs, San Miguel county, where he will recreate
lor ten days.
George H. Hrewer, the fire insurance agent, returned this morning
from a pilgrimage to the southern part
of the territory.
Mrs. John
Hendricks and little
(laughter Freda returned last night
from a tilp to Mrs. Hendricks' old
home in St. Louis.
Capt. W. E. Dame, clerk of the district court, accompanied by Mrs.
Dame, returned last night from a two
weeks' outing In California.
This office acknowledges the receipt
of a bunch of tickets to the Northern
New Mexico fair, which takes place at
Las Vegas on September 26 to 29.
S. Solomon, of Kaiama.oo, Michigan,
arrived in the city last night and will
spend several weeks here on a visit to
his brother, M. Solomon, and family.
This office is in receipt of a copy of
the new city directory. The directory
is a very neat affair and the most
complete one ever published in this
city.
Miss Hiluia Uoiejson, sister of Mrs.
Schneidt, wife of the proprietor of
the French bakery, arrived in the city
yesterday from Sweden and will make
her home with her sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Spltler and
Mrs. John Fidge, of Tiffany, Ohio, who
have been the guests of Attorney
Felix Baca and wile for the past week,
left last night for California.
J. D. Miller, agent for the Holmes
Supply company, left this morning for
the Grand Canyon road, where his
company has a contract to furnish labor for work being done on that road.
Mr. and Mrs. William Phillips, residing at 9G5 North Eighth street, are
the proud parents of a new ten pound
son, who came to town yesterday aft
ernoon. Mr. Phillips says the boy will
be a union carpenter.
.1. H. Hatcher,
local agent for the
Wells, Fargo Express company, received a telegram this forenoon that C.
H. Young, western superintendent for
the company, had died In Denver this
morning. Mr. Young was well known
here, having officiated as local agent
for several years, and marrying one
of Albuquerque's young ladles. Miss
Fuller, a niece of C. C. Hall, new f
Ixis .ingeles.
Prof. E. A. Drake, editor of the
Chieftain and an Instructor in

Don t

Pay Cash

Well

Trust You

grapes, per 10 II).
C5
basket
2r.
White Concords. 2 lbs for.
10
Seedles- - grapes, per pound
Large white grapes, per lb.. .10
Burbanks Golden Plums, 4
Mission

the most complete house furnishing
in the southwest, so
you can select anything, from the cheapest to the
best. Make a small payment down,
the balance in easy monthly or
weekly payments. Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Ruga, Shades, Tinware, Granite ware, and Ranges.
The famous Acorn range, $5 down,
$5 a month a world beater.

j

'3

i

I Cor. Second and Copper Ave.

S.S.PEARLSTINE

u

212'2 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.

H

ALBUQUERQUE

Iron and Bras Casting; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cam Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings. J jt J J J J
REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
WORKS,

R.p.hall.M.

ON

MINING

MILL

AND

j

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
MACHINERY

A

ALBUQUERQUE,

j

Smmense Fall
SHIPMENTS
NOW ON THE ROAD

Simon Stegn
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

BOB

In Our Sample Rooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE

FOR PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

WMBTMSY COifflPAMY
South

17

P. LommorL--

first Street

are
and
our

WHITCX ,

LEADM1

Dealers In
GROCERIES. FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
GOODS A SPECIALTY.

and

Cement

Also

for

REX

FLINTKOTE ROOFING.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER GO.

Call at No. 624 West Tljeras Road
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

Successor to John A. Lee.
First and Marquette.

i

h
M

Colorado Phono 197

Undertaking Company,

CHAS. F. MYERS

WHOLESALE

Successors to Edwards & Fuehr,

'307 West Railroad Avenue.
'Phones.
Dai or Night

-

Proprietors

Wm. MclNTOSH

HARDWARE

SOME THINGS YOU WILL NEED

Automatic 'Phono 183

RETAIL

BUY NOW AND SAVE MONEY
Five minutes to freeze.

Ice Chests and

New Fall Suits

Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
"selling at wonderfully low prices."

The Secret of being well dressed lies not only

moderately

Refrigerators,

in the fact of knowing what to wear, but in
We are letting you
knowing where to buy it.
into the Secret. We have the clothes which all
This
the correct garments that look masculine.

is the only shop in town where SteinB!och nobby clothes are sold.

will find unusual styles here.

You

Stop in.

priced.

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT
I

rO

fuX

t

DEERING
MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.
HAY RAKES.

$15, $13, $20, $22. SO, $25,
E.

Doors,

Just received a carload of sorter
doors, all sizes and new design.
Call on us for Lumber, Glass, Paint,
Oils

The White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."

well dressed men want

rirtt Street

Screen

"J'il'v'!'::

&

....Matteucci.

RAILROAD AVENUE

North

401-40- 3

any

The Fuehr

Bath

TO INSURE TOTAL CLEARANCE
AND TO MAKE ROOM FOR

MEADOW GOLD BUTTER, MADE
TO KEEP SWEET IN THE HOT!
WEATHER. EXCLUSIVELY AT
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
Good Things to Eat.

Call and Examine the

Leading Jeweler,

xxzzzzzzzzzzzzzzx!

NlW MEXICO

This Week

team and Hot Water Heating
BEATIFUL GOODS Dlsplaveo

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

Summer Stock

The Becond section of train No. 2 to
day carried troops I; K, L and M, of
the Thirteenth United States cavalry,
which has been Btatlonod at Campj
Stotsenlierg, province of Pampanga,
Philippine Islands. They arrived atj
San Francisco on August 9 and are en:
route to Fort Sill, Indian Territory,
under command of Captain A. L. Day. j

BBB

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

"

ARE MADE ON OUR ENTIRE

a perfectly safe medicine and has
restored thousands of women to robust health who suffered from monthly Irregularities,
backache, dizziness,!
fainting spells, Indigestion or dyspepsia. Try it today.

Is

113-115-1-

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds lo you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

h

BITTERS

25

lbs. for

Giant California plums, 2
25
lbs. for
23
Native plums, 6 lbs. for. .
Apricots, extra fine, per
10
pound
Bartlett pears, 6 lbs. for. . 25
40
Bananas, per doz
Butter beans, 2 lbs. for .. 25
25
Fresh peas, 2 Ilia, for ....
Native Potatoes, very fine
8 lbs. for
Yellow Neck Squash, 4
25
lbs. for
25
Strawberries, 2 boxes fdr.
Peaches, per 1kx
1.00
25
Peaches, 6 lbs, for
These peaches are
grown in the mountains and are much
larger and finer in
flavor than the Valley
Fruit.
Frog legs, per doz
25
'. .
Shrimps, per pint
25
Fresh salmon steaks, per
pound
25
Spring ducks, per lb ... .
20
Broilers, per lb
20
Young turkey, per lb, ...
24
We have finer BEEF, MUTTON and VEAL than can bo
obtained In any other market
in the city. We cut up nothing
but the finest of steer beet and
sheep. Don't be fooled into buying old range cows and goatq,
when for the same money you
enn obtain from us the most
choice meat.
Don't forget to ask for your
piano tickets.

EVERITT,

ice

IT.

DIAMONDS

establishment
arranged that

STOMACH

18, 1905

REDUCTIONS

HOSTETTER'S

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.
FOR FINE FLAVORED FRUIT,
ASK FOR W. JENKS' GREEN LA-- i
ESMERALDA
HIGH
CLASS
BEL
FRUIT, AND SEE THAT YOU GET

wmwm

Are you looking for an extra good
pair of ladles' stockings for 25 cents?
Try a pair of our style 200, Black Cat
hose. They are excellent fitters, splendid wearers and perfectly fast black.
They will please you. C. May's Shoe
Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

Do you want any furniture? Are
you thinking of furnishing a house?
Call and see us about it We have

Big Special

Private Board.
Mesdames Phelan and Pyfer have!
opened a private boarding house at
avenue, in one of the
506 Tljeras
Hawks new houses. Good table; rates
reasonable.
The university will be open for regFERNDELL COFFEE USED ON
istration, Monday, August 12th. Stu- THE BREAKFAST TABLE WILL
dents wishing to make arrangements START THE DAY RIGHT. FERNfor entrance will find President Tight DELL COFFEE AT ALL PRICES
or Dean Hodifln at the university any FROM 25C TO 45C PER POUND.
time this week.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
Good Things to Eat.

o

I O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FRIDAY, AUGUST

School of Mines, waa
in the city this morning en route eat.
He expects to he atisent t.om the terNeed not be sick any longer for In ths
ritory a couple of months.
Bitters they can find a sure cure. It is
The protiai tt I meeting at the High- compounded
especially for such ail
land Methodist church la progressing

Local and
Personal

i

CITIZEN.

ALHUOUEUOUE EVENING

EIGHT.

L. WASHBURN CO.. H9
(22

Per Suit

West Gold Avenue
South Second Street

REAPERS.
Write or Call,
and Get Prices.

rE&l

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE
COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.
STUDEFJAKER
BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

and
WAGONS.
c:

215 West Railroad Avenuo

op v at .oht

Albuquerque, New Mexico

